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J. B. TSIRKIN
SUMMARY.— Spain on tIte eve of tIte Rornanization process was far from a
uniforrn whole. Phoenician and Greek colonies were srnall but very significant
celis of a developed slaveowning society. In Southem Spain Tartessis existed for
quite a long period and afier its desintegration on its remainder sprang up sorne
petty kingdoms. Apart frorn these, in tIte South and Soutbeast of tbe Iberian Pe-
ninsula and, as an exeption, in tIte East in one case, emerged primitive «forne sta-
tes’>. city-states cosisting of a city centre plus an agricultural area. Besides there
were also several communities that still retained a clan society. Sorne of these so-
cieties were about change into states, each in its own specific way. Sorne Iberian
tribes such as tIte Ilergetes and tIte Edetani ewere tunning into monarchies on a
tribal baasis, whereas tIte Celtiberians were envolving as an aristocratic republie.
Other clan and tribal arnalgamations in tbe Indo-Furopean and non-Indo-
European zones of tIte Peninsula as weB were more retarded and backward, cadi
to a dofferent extent. Ihe further evolution was to a great extent interrupted by tIte
Roman conquest.
PART 1
Romanization is a cornplex and manifoid process including four ma-
jor aspects. The first is economic Romanization. j.c. tIte integration of a
provincial economy into an imperial nne. Secondly. it is social Romaniza-
tion. j.c. the spreading in tIte provinces of tIte social relations of antique
slave-owning society in its Roman variety including classical slavery. TIte
third aspect of Romanization is political. j.c. tIte spreading of Roman cití-
zenship. tIte superseding of native political institutions by Rornan ones.
tIte creation of municipia and colonies in place of local communities. tIte
inclusion of tIte indigenous population into tIte political and order system
* Transiated from Ihe Russian hy L. Chistonogova.
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of Rome. And, finally. cultural Romanization implies the expansion of
the Latín language and its supplantation of local tongues. the assimilation
by the natives of the Roman culture. religion among other things and. ge-
nerally speaking, of Roman ways of life. In short. Ronianization means
the incorporation of the provinces and their peoples into as integral sys-
tem of the Roman state. Romanization was carried out through two com-
plementary channels, namely, a) through the immigration into the provin-
ces of the Roman-Italian people who brought their habitual and familiar
institutions and fornis of living and b) through the transformation of the
local society under the influence of the ruling ethnic.
The history of the Roman provinces is to a considerable extent Ihe pro-
cess of their Romanization. wicht fully applies to the Spanish provinces as
well. It is not surprising at ah that historians and archaeologists numisma-
titsts and philologists alike have paid so close atiention to the Romaniza-
don of Spain. The works by A. García.y Bellido. J. M. Blázquez. A. Tovar.
A. Balil and many other researchers have greatly contributed to a success-
luí study of the Spanish Romanization’. But the problem remains so fat-
homless that many a gen~ration of historians to come will have to ap-
proach. it again and again. .
In tbe present paper we propose to dwell specifically on the social and
political aspects óf this process. Therefore wc deem it necessary to study
first from this angle the state of the indigenou~ society on the eve of
Romanization.
HISPANIA QN THÉ THRESHOLD OF ROMANIZATION
Around the tum of the fifth century B.C. Tartessis felí under the ons-
laughts of the Carthaginians. but the Tartessians’ power, having lost ist
sway over the other ethnics of South Spain. persisted, in our opinion. The
Tartessians did not disapear completely from the world political map. An-
cient authors more than once mentioned the Tartessians as distinct from
Iberians. The Pseudo-Scymnos mentions them twice.• The ñrt mention
(162-166) probably concerns the previous epoch but the second (198-199)
directly refers , to die period whén the first Carihaginian colonies had
emerged on the southern coast of Spain (the latter are mentioned imme-
diately before the former in the text). Le. not until the close o,f the sixth
century B.C.2. The Iberians are mentioned almost side by side with Tartes-
sians. DiQdorus (XXV. 10) in his story of Hamilcaat’s campaign afflrms
1. The bibliography on the subject is immensc.
2. Wc have niade an auempt to corroborate this date jo greater detall in: JuBTsirkin. The
Phoenician Culture jo Spain. Moscow. ¡976. pp. 29-34 (in Russian): Carth;ge and Ha Cultue.
Moscow. ¡986. PP. 46-47 (in Russian).
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that Hamilcar fought the Tartessians and the Iberians. Among the Spa-
nish peoples whose warriors Hannibal liad lcd to Africa. Polybius (III. 33,
9) reports the Tersites, j.c. very same Tartessians3. Silius Italicus (III. 391-405) singles out «the domain of Arganthonios’ grandchildren». Liv
(XXIII. 26) describres the Tartessians’ uprising against tbe Carthaginians
in 216 B.C. Following this event the Tartessians are no more tobe found in
the sources available; instead of the Tartessians. the accounts are inva-
riably devoted to the Turdetanians and smaller kingdoms that appeared
on the Tartessis territory.
In ah hikehihood neither the initial blow of the Carthaginians flor Ha-
milcar’s conquest could have ended Tartessis as a state subject to Cartha-
ge. However. during the decisive battle against Rome the Carthaginians
conid not afford to suffer so unreliable a subject in Iheir rear and so upon
the suppression of the revolt Tartessis as a pohitical entity was eradicated
and on its territory a number of insignificaní states came into being.
Let us come back to the Tartessian power of the fifth to third centuries
D.C. Sihius Itahicus’ list of cities subordinated to Arganthonios’ grandehul-
dren gives a certain intimation of its territory. Ml the cities named by the
poet are ~ituated in the Baetis valley and on the extreme southern pro-
montory of the Peninsula. Even during the initial period of Roman domi-
nation this region liad an individuahity ah its own. According to Strabo
(III. 1.6), the inhabitants of these parts liad a vernacular and a script dissi-
mular to those of other Iberians; they liad their own historical writings and
versified laws. Up to the midfirst century D.C. the region was to a greater
extent under Phoenician impact than other Spanish areas. Its culture is
characterized by greater simplicity, it preserved and still practised oid tra-
ditions and rites dating from the times of Tartessis4. This culture has tradí-
tionally been discriminated from the orientahizing civilization of Tartessos
and is often called the Turdetanian culture.
The comparison of the territory of Tartessis II and the boundaries of
Tartessian power shows that the Tartessians seem to have lost not only
their dominion over the other tribes of South Spain but also a western pan
of their own lands includiñg the Odiel valley, the major centre of ore mi-
ning and metal-working industry of their kingdom. and the town of Ono-
3. L. A. García Moreno: Turdetanos. turdulos y tartessios. in: Anejos de Gerión. 5. ¡989. p.
292.
4. A. García y Bellido: Les religions orientales dans lEspagne romaine. Leiden. 1967. p. 5.
147: K. Raddatz. Dic Scharzlunde der Iberischen Halbinsel. Berlin. 1969.s. ¡ 18-119: A. Vives: La
moneda Hispánica. Madrid. 1924. t. III. p. 34-37: J. M. Solá Solé: Miscelánea púnico-hispana III.
lo Sefarad 25 (¡965). p. 3348: J. M. Blázquez: Historia del Arte Hispánico. La antigUedad, 1.
Madrid. ¡978. p. 289-309: A. Ruiz. Ciudad y territorio en cl problaniento ibérico de Alío Guadal-
quivir. en Los asentaniien¡os ibéricos ante ¡a Romanización. Madrid. ¡987. p. 9. Historia de Espa-
~a. 2. Madrid. 1989, Pp. 255-268; J. ¡‘erina Sieso. La cerámica ibérica de la cuenca del Guadalqui-
vir. 11. en Trabajos de Prehistoria 46(1989). p. 152-156.
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ba in the river’s mouth, another important economic zone of Tartessis5.This coníd not but telí on the economy of the Tartessian state in tbe fifth
to third centuries B.C. The Baetis valley was remarkable for its fabolous
agricultural wealth; the waters washing the Turdetanian lands provided
the fishermen with enonnous profits (Strabo III. 2. 4-7). On these riches
was based the Turdetanians’ and their predecessors’ (i.e. Tartessians’) pros-
perity which apparently gaye rise to the runiours that the Carthaginians
liad found silver wine tuns and feeding throughs in the locals’ homes
(Strabo III, 2, 14). The metal-working industry now was on the decline
(Strabo III. 2. 8). The reduction of metal smelting was also to be traced
even in the centres still leñ within the confines of Tartessis. as. for instan-
ce. at Cordoba6. Ml this naturally resulted in the predominance of agricul-
ture, especially of the cultivation of cercals and olives. the production of
olive oil and cattle-breeding7.
We have no evidence of how the agriculture in Tartessis was organized
and managed between the fifth and second centuries WC., although recent
research has claimed that private ownership prevailed theret. But we
know well enough how the pits were worked and metals processed. Diodo-
ms (y, 36, 3) asserts that the prior to the arrival of the Romans the pits we-
re privately worked by individual masters in South Spain. A part of the
metal ores must have been processed by the mine-owners then and there,
as is the case with the mining settlements of the Odiel valley between the
eighth and sixth centuries WC. but undoubtedly a greater pan of the ex-
tracted ore was transponed to larger centres such as Cordoba in the Midd-
le Baetis valley where the excavations have yielded some traces of meta-
llurgie engineering. true less numerous than in the previous epoch. The
sanie digs however have provided no vestiges of special workshops at Cor-
doba, thus we can conclude that the metallurgy ofthe time was a home af-
fair9. For ah the considerable amounts of native ceramics uncovered by
the archaeologists they have failed to spot any potteries: evidently pottery
was also a domestic chore.
Archaeological investigations in the Daetis valley have indicated the
absence of an abrupt interruption in the evolution of the indigenous peo-
5. A. Blanco, J. M. Luzón. D. Ruiz: Excavaciones arqueológicas en Serro Salonion (Riotinlo.
Huelva). in Publicaciones de la Universidad de Sevilla. ser. Filosofía y Letras 4(1967); J. M. Bláz-
quez. Poblados y necrópolis indígenas dc influencia Scmítica. in Historia de España Antigua. 1.
Madrid. ¡983. p. 325-331; 339-343.
6. A. Marcos Pons: Localización y conocimiento de la Corduba prerromana. in Ampurias.
38-40 (1976-1978>. 1,~ 240.
7. J. M. Rodríguez Neila: Historia de Córdoba. Y. Córdoba, ¡988. p. 178-180: Historia de Espa-
ña. 2. Madrid. 1989. p. 242-245.
8. A. Ruiz Rodríguez. I’4. Molino Molinos: Algunas considcraci¿nes para la restrucción de las
relaciones sociales en los sectores dominantes dc la producción económica ibera (agricultura y
minería). in Memorias de historia antigua, III (¡979). p. 149-150.
9. A. Marcos Pons: Op. cil.. pp. 420-421.
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píe of South Spain al the turn of the fifth century WC. The native cultu-
des, the Turdetanian one included, —alí the changes brought about by
the new circunistances notwith-standing— were a fluent and natural con-
tinuation of the preceding ones’0. It follows that the Tartessos state thatliad existed iii the Daetis valley from the fifth to third centuries D.C. was
but a direct descendant and successor to Tartessis. only on a sharply redu-
ced scale.
The principal ceil of this state was towns too. Silius Italicus (III. 391-
405) named six cities, they are: Castulo’’. Corduba. Hispalis. Nabrissa.
Hasta and Carteia. Thanks to numerous accounts by ancient authors and
archaeological finds. though. it is well known thaI the territory under con-
sideration had by far more cities to its credit. It looks as if in Tartessis the-
re existed some sofl of hierarchy of towns and those ones pointed out by
Siius Italicus were obviously the capitals of areas where subordinated settle-
ments were sited. This also looks like a heritage of Ihe earlier times. suffice
it to recalí the distribution of the «plebs» among seven cities. reportedly
initiated by the Tartessian king Habis (Iust. XLIV. 4. 13).
Among the Tartessian cities of this period stands out Hasta that had
according to Pliny (III, 11) an epithet «Royal» (Regia). Sorne scholars were
quick to recognize it as the sought city of Tartessos’2. Even if their behief is
faulty (is it not as yet to be supported by archaeological evidence) at any
rate Hasta was surely an ancient city. dic likely residence of a local ruler’3.
Perched on a hill over the eastern extremity of the Lower Baetis flood-
lands. Hasta sprang into being as early as the Late Neolithic. Hasta ca-
rried on trade with the Phoenician town of Gades close at hand and was
perhaps the first post of the Gaditan commerce in the Daetis valley. The
finds —scanty as these may be— of Greek and South Italian ceramics
alongside Phoenician wares testify to a wide scope of Hasta’s trading ope-
rations in the fourth to second centuries D.C.’4. Hast&s affluence may be
amply illustrated by a treasure trove found near Evora: the treasures have
been dated to a vast span of time between the sixth to third centuries
D.C.’5.
To Hasta belonged an urban area (ager Astensis) mentioned by Livy
lO. M. Pellicer Catalán. Problemática general de los nicios dc la iherización en Andaluci Oc-
cideotal, in Ampurias 38-40 (1976-1978>. pp. 11-21.
II. Caslulo belonged ¡o ¡he Orclani. no! ¡he Turdelanians: J. M. Blázquez. Cástulo 1. Madrid.
¡975. pp. 12-21). The poet musí be wrong. Or. pcrhaps. during the íroubled times on Ihe eve of Pu-
mc War II ¡he Tancssians indeed managed lo eswblishid for a while iheir control over Castulo.
¡2. M. Esleve Guerrero: Asta Regia: una ciudad tarlésica. in Tartessos. Barcelona, 1969. p.
III.
13. T. Mommsen: Bemerkungen zum Dckrcl des Paulus. in Hermes 3 (1869). s. 265.
14. M. Esteve Guerrero: Op. cit.. pp. ¡ 14-118: M. Pellicer Catalán. Siedlungspl~tzc in der
orientalisierenden Epoche an Unieren Guadalquivir. in Hamburger Beitráge zur Archáologie. 8
(1981). 37-39. 44-45.
15. M. Pellicer Catalán: Siedlungsplátze.... s.44.
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(XXXIX, 21). The area must be rather large, it included Lascuta (Turris
Lascutana) where in the year 189 D.C. Hasta siaves were billeted because
Lascuta was.quite far from Hasta (cf. Plin. III. II. 15) lb• During the Roman
conquest Hasta put up a stiff resistance to the Romans so that theRoman
military leader Aemilius Paullus was compelled to set bis síaves free in or-
der to cause daniage to the besieged’7. and sorne time later the Romanpraetor was sIam at the city walls (Liv. XXXIX. 21).
Cordoba too was an important city. Like Hasta it also lay on a hill.
Over a kilometer long and 300 ni. wide, it was one of the largest pre-
Roman settlements in the Iberian Peninsula. Situated at a meeting place
of land roads and the river, this city was a significant centre of agriculture.
cattle-breeding and copper smelting from the ores transponed from the
nearby pitsl¡. Summing up. Cordoba was the heart of a sizable region.
Hispalis seems tobe a major city too. Ships could reach it up the Baetis ri-
ver’9. The density of archacological sites around Hispalis is absolutely
unheard-of in South Spain. The archaeological strata here date back to
the second millennium B.C. to Roman times20.
The digs at modem Lebrija (more likely than not it coincides with an-
cient Nabrissa) have testified to a considerable antiquity of the town exis-
ted throughout the f¡rst millennium B.C.21. Pliny (III, 11) assures us that
Nabrissa liad a second name Veneria. Needless to say Venus here should
not be confused with the Roman goddess. Surely it is a local deity. Most
probably this isa fernale goddess of fertility whose cult was wide spread in
the South and whose representations in the shape of a woman sitting on a
throne were often encountered at various sites of the region22. Nabrissa
proves to have been a notable centre of worship of this divinity identified
by the Ronians with their goddess Venus.
Deyond any doubt Carteia existed long before the advent of the Ro-
mans. It was a pon of considerable size and iniportance in the year 206
D.C. Carteia was made the base of the Roman Navy during the combat
with the Carthaginian fleet (Liv. XXVIII. 30-31). In the third century D.C.
it was already a sizable settlement. True. archaeological evidence pertai-
ning to the levels of the previous century is lacking23. but sorne indirect
¡6. lí musí be pointed oul that ¡he issue of the identity of Lascula and Tower awails its ultima-
te solution. Some researches hold ¡bat thcse are different lowns: L. A. García Moreno. Sobre el
decreto de Paulo Emilio y la «Turris Lascutana» (dL II. 5041). in Epigrafía hispánica de época
romana-republicana. p. 204.
17. AV. Mishulin: On thc interprctation of Acmilius Paullus inscription. in lzvestia AN
555K 1946. pp. 166-169. ¡78-184 (in Russian).
18. A. Marcos Pons: Op. cit.. p. 418-422: R. C. Knapp: Roman Cordoba. Berkeley-Los
Angeles-London. ¡983. p. 4-8:]. E. Rodríguez Neila: Op. cii.. p. 166-169. ¡78-184.
19. A. Schulten. Hispalis. lo RE. 16 (1913). Sp. ¡964).
20. M. Pellicer Catalán: Siedlungspliltze.... s. 49-Sl.
21. Ibid.. 5.4748.
22. J. M. Blázquez. Religiones Prerromanas. Madrid. ¡983. Pp. 140-144.
23. D. E. Woods: Carteia and Tartesios. in Tartessos. Barcelona. ¡969, Pp. 252-256.
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considerations lead us to infer the importance and antiquity of Carteia.
There existed an opinion cited by Pliny (111,7) and Appian (Hisp. 63) that
this was precisely the location of the niysterious Tartessos. Despite a gla-
nng groundlessness of Uds opinion it is clear that it could have been
prompted by the fame and renown of Carteia as a wea¡thy and ancient
city. The geographical position of the city was extremely favourable: it was
very good for ships to moor and in the Roman period Carteia was a major
fishing centre (Strabo III. 2. 78: Plin. IX. 89; XXXI. 94). From the end of
the seventh century and towards the start of the fifht century D.C. there
existed a small Phoenician settlement on the site’4. It is not at alí impossi-ble that the Turdetanian city had sorne kind of connections with the for-
mer’5. It is hardly accidental that it was Carteia where the Romans had
first deduced their Latin colony outside Italy (Liv. XLIII, 3).
To sun up. we have alí the reasons to regard the cities enumerated by
Silius Itahicus as ancient cities playing a substantial role in the South of
Spain. Ihe alí were important centres of economie or religious life and af-
fected the surrounding territory. They alí stem from the times ofTartessian
power. This explains why they endured as the basic celís of «new» Tanes-
sis as well.
Rut. as has been previously stated. there where other towns as welI.
such as Turba (Liv. XXIII. 44), Ascua (Liv. XXIII. 27), Turta (FHA III, p.
189). A. Schulten considered the latter (with a síu ground, throug) to be
the Turdetanian capital2ó. The existence of other towns seems beyond a
doubt. Plutarch (Aem. 4) attributed to L. Aemilius Paullus a peaceful sub-
mission of 250 towns. The figure is undoubtedly exaggerated but it can gi-
ve an inking of the impressive number of Turdetanian towns. Their pre-
sence is archaeologically evidenced. For instance. among the settlements
situated around Cordoba sorne were quite big and could be easily regar-
ded as towns”. These towns were evidently in subjection to the f¡ve cities
Silius Italicus toid us about but we have no knowledge of either the nature
or the form of their subordination.
Either the threat of incursions from the Meseta or dread of social up-
heavals urged the inhabitantsofthe Daetis valley and the surrounding dis-
tricts to construct towerhike fortifications that stood guard over the major
trading routes and the wealthiest agrarian areas (Liv. XXII. 19. 6: Del.
Hisp. V. 2-3)’~. In antiquity the construction of these fortresses was ascri-
24. H. Schubart: Phónizische Nieder¡assuogen an tberischen Sddkíistc. in Phónizier ini Wes-
ten. Mainz am Rheio. 1982. s. 213.
25. Doctor H. Schubart has rcccntly advanced a thesis ¡bat Cancia may have been foundcd
by the Pboenicians who had abandoned Iheir settlement near by devastated by a natural ca-
taclysm. Wc exteod our gratitude to Dr. 1-!. Schubart br Ibis valuable information.
26. Fontes Hispaniae Antiquae III. Barcelona. ¡935. p. 190.
27. J. F. Rodríguez Neila. Op. cit.. p. ¡69.
28. U. Presedo. Organización política y social de los íberos, in Historia de España antigua. t. 1.
Madrid. 1983. p. ¡88; A. Ruiz Rodríguez: Las clases dominantes en la formación social ibérica dcl
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bed to Hannibal (Plin. II, 181) bul modern investigations have dated them
back to 400 to 200 D.C. A specimen of such bulwarks was probably Turris
Lascutana mentioned in the most ancient Latin inscription unearthed in
Spain (CIL II. 5041) and dated from 198 WC. The inscription. as is coni-
monly known. contains the decree of L. Aemilius Paullus according to
which the Hasta síaves who dwelt in the tower were proclainied to be free
people who could keep and dispose of the town and the fleld currently is
their possesion as they saw f¡t ans as long as the Roman people and the
Senate willed it.
Sorne historians have arrived at the conclusion that this was a variety
of collective slavery similar to helotry. wbereas J. Mangas maintains that
alí other towers were also inhabited by the people subjected to the citizens
of other more significant cities29. Other scholars believe that we have todeal here with specif¡c forms of dependence peculiar to Carthage and
spread in the zone of Carthaginian influence in South Spain30. We would
like to oller a different interpretation of the decree that seems to us more
plausible. In the wake of sorne momentous event (say. an uprising) the
Hasta síaves (note, the síaves of individual slave-owners, not of the coni-
munity) gathered at Lascuta first having captured it: the Roman comman-
der who was waging a warfare with Hasta (cf. Liv. XXXIX, 21) by way of
rewardint them for their assistance conf¡rmed their right to possess the
town and the land. If the síaves who occupied Lascuta Tower had been le-
gitiniate owners of the town and the land there would have been no neces-
sity to sanction their privilege.
An analogy may be drawn to the agreenient of the Romans with Viria-
tus (App. Hisp. 69): the Lusitanians were granted the right to own the
lands they liad already taken hold of in the course of the hostilities by the
time treatry was signed. It is of little consequence indeed. that tbe treaty
was never actually observed. The text of the decree deals in plain words
not only with the town and the land but also with the eniancipation of the
síaves. The decree leaves no doubt that alí concessions were conditioned
by Rome’s will and could be any moment revoked. As we see it. it proves
thatthe decree was not at alí nieant to confirni the slaves’s right of pro-
perty in the town and tbe land: its message was. in our opinion. to impro-
ve the slave’s social status and to affirm their property in what was already
theirs (ea tempestate posidissent). An oblique observation to strengthen
our view. Lascuta Tower as well as her sister towers was rather a formida-
Surde la Peninsula Ibérica, en Memorias de historia antigua. ¡(¡977). p. ¡43: J. Mangas. Servi-
dumbre comunitaria de la Bética pren-omana. ibid., p. ¡56: P. F. Lacort Navarro: Cereales en His-
pania Ulterior: silos de época ibero-romana en la Campiña de Córdoba. in Habis 16(1985). p.
376: J. F. Rodríguez Neila. Op. dI.. Pp. ¡69-172.
29. AV. Mishulin. Ancient Spain. Moscow. 1952. p. 220 (in Russian); J. Mangas. Op. cit.. p.
156-¡58.
30. L. A. Garcia Moreno. Op. ci!.. p. 214-217.
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ble fortress. It is hardly likely that such strong bulwarks could be at the sa-
me time slave’s dwelling places: a situation like this would have always
been fraught with danger and menace to their masters. For this reason we
assert that we have no evidence of «conimunal slavery» in South Spain
(certainly it does not apriori mean that such form of slavery never existed
tn general).
It has already been pointed out in the historical science that these to-
wers were very much like those erected by the Carthaginians in Africa. in
Sicily and Sardinia with the purpose of defending the frontiers31. Tbe pur-
pose of the Spanish towers (no matter who built them) was most likely the
same. They must have protected either the borders (like a series of fortifi-
cations in the North of the modern province of Cordoba) or economically
prominent territories (perhaps this was the role assigned for Lascuta). At
the same time the connection of such strongholds with the rural areas was
specially manifest from both the decree of Paullus and the mention of
Livy (XXiXIV. 19) «ex agris castellisque».
Coming back to the decree. it should be noted that it certified the pre-
sence of síaves in South Spain at the time immediately before the Roman
conquest. Tbe excavations have attested that among the population of this
region there were there groups singled out: the nobility. the comnioners
and the slaves32. lustinus (XLIV, 4. 13) holds that in «oíd» Tartessis ther
were also comnion people whom the historian nanied <«he plebs» and
those who perfornied «servile services». The continuity of Tartessian and
Turdetanian societies has already been recognized in the present article.
In this respect particularly note-worthy is Strabos assertion (111.1.6) that
sonie of Turdetanian ancient laws went back to the Tartessian epoch. The
preservation of oíd juridical nornis of necessity implies the preservation of
ancient social practiques. Therefore we can insist with good reasons that
between the fifth and the third centuries B.C. too we may single out síaves
whose existence is unambiguously attested by Paulius’ decree. and the
«plebs». The «plebeians» must have been first and faremost producers of
material values: they tilled the land, reared the cattle and went in for han-
dicrafts on a domestic scale33. Who were those «private persons» who, ac-
cording to Diodorus (V, 36.3), exploited the mines, remains unknown. We-
re they «plebeians» or aristocrats? The amount of the finds of sculptures
with their representations. of ornate sepulchres. of rich treasure troves and
magnificent jewellery admits no doubt as to the existence ofthe aristocrats
and their substantial wealthW iudging by the sculptures depicting priest
31. F. Jordá: i. M. Blázquez: Op. ci!.. p. 306-307.
32. F. Presedo: Pueblos ibéricos. in Historia de España antigua. t. 2; pp. 163-166.
33. A. Ruiz Rodríguez: M. Molinos Molinos: Op. cit.. p. 150-153.
34. F. Jordá: J. M. Blázquez: Op. ci!.. PP. 292-296. 307-308: i. F. Rodríguez Neila. Op. cit.. p.
185.
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and pristesses. the presence of the priestly nobility cannot be ruled out
either35.The endurance of the oíd laws bears witness to the endurance of the
oid political system, le. monarchy. too. Should Silius Italicu< narration
about «Arganthonios’ grandchildren» be taken literally.the survival of the
ancient dynasty must be admitted as a matter of fact. However bis pro-
blem proves to be a very hard nut to crack nowadays. The point is that in
the sources devoted to the second balf of the third century D.C. Tartessian
kings are nowhere to be found. Arauricus and Phorcys who led. as Silius
Italicus (III. 402-403) writes, the Tartessian army. were not kings. but «lea-
ders» (duces). The name «Arauricus» is unquestionably Celtic. «The lea-
ders of the Celts» was the title of Istolatius who was at the head oíthe Tar-
tessians in their war against Hamilcar (Diod. XXV. -lO). Chalbus. the com-
mander.ofthe last revolt of the Tartessians, was nanied by Livy (XXIII. 26.
6) «the noble leader of the Tartessians» (nobilis dux Tartessiorum). Mo-
narchs seem to have appeared on the historical scene in this region only
aher the final and decisive destruction of Tartessis.
This state of affairs may be explained by the following hypothesis. The
Tartessian state was a complex political structure. the king in lis royal ca-
pacity never performed the duties of a military conimander and delegated
theni to another person. This could be the chiefof the mercenaries. Livy
(XXXIV..17) notes that the Turdetanians were thought tobe the least belli-
cose of other Hispanic peoples. On the who¡e. his view does not corres-
pond to the historical reality as we know quite enough about bloody and
arduous fightings of the Romans in Turdetania. Evidently. this view steni-
med from the good use the Turdetanians had for their mercenaries. Celts
(Diod. XXV, 10) and Celtiberians (Liv. XXXIV. 17) alike could have ser-
ved as mercenaríes.
Following the ultimate falí of Tartessis there emerged on its territory a
number of fairly insignificant kingdoms whose political structure got me-
vitably simplified and their kings began to take on thmselves milita¡y
functions too, as is instanced by Culchas, or Kolichas. as Polybius (XXI.
11. 13) calís him, who controlled in 206 WC. 28 towns (Liv. XXIII, 13, 3)
and in 197 WC. —17 towns (Liv. XXXIII, 21. 6). His domain was somew-
herein Turdetania. most probably— in the valley of the Daetis. The king-
dom of another monarch —Luxinius— lay in the middle of the valley: he
owned Carmona and Dardo (Liv. XXXIII. 21, 6). In South Spain were the
kingdoms of Attenes who had rather many people in lis power (Liv. XX-
VIII. 15.4) and of Corribilo, the ruler of Licabrum (Liv. XXXV. 22.5)36 and.
maybe, of other towns as weII. Those kingdoms were not so very small af-
35. E. Jordá: i. M. Blázquez: Op. cii.. pp. 304-305: F. Presedo. El arte ibérico, en Historia dc
España antigua. t. 1. pp. 260-262.
36. E. Presedo: Organización política y social.... p. 185-186.
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ter alí though they were. of course. smaller than Tartessis even in its redu-
ced dimensions. More than one town found themselves under the sway of
Culchas and Luxinius. Corribilor is described by Livy as a «noble king»
(nobilis rex) and Attenes is reponed by the sarne source to have come over
tho the Ronians with vast numbers of soldiers.
These states carne into being under the complicated conditions of Pu-
n¡c War II and the military and political circunstances favoured their de-
velopment. Polybius (XXI.II.3) mentioned Kolichas (Culchas) besides an
Ilergete. Indibil by name. and a Numidian Masinissa as an exaniple of
people who from the obscurity of being insignificant and causal dynasts
rose to be made kings. We are well informed of the fate of Masinissa who
managed to establish hiniself as mIer in Numidia with Scipio’s aid. mdi-
bil was also closely linked with Scipio. Apparently with the assistance of
the selfsame Scipio Culchas must have strengthened his position too. The
Celtic name of Culchas, as well as the ¡mme of the other king —Luxi-
nius— enables us to suppose that they both were originally chiefs of the
Celtic or Celtiberian niercenaries37. This fact in its turn could cast sornelight on the formation of new states in place of the totally disintegrated
Tartessis. Sometimes (as was precisely the case with Culchas and Luxi-
nius) the chiefs of mercenary bands might have seized power in this or
that region and then making the most of the struggle of the two powers for
supreniacy in the ¡bedan Peninsula they expanded it. The Romans used
such aid to the native dynasties as a mighty weapon against the Carthagi-
nians. No wonder that. when the latter liad been ousted frorn Spain, the
Romans dispossessed Culchas of eleven towns.
As we have seen. under the king’s authority there were the towns that
may have persisted as the principal celís of those smaller states too. Rut
the evidence as regardas their role in the warfare is absent. For instance, a
heavy battle occurred near Carmona between the Romans and the Carl-
- haginians: from Appian’s account (Hisp. 25. 27). though, it is not clear
whether the residents of Carmona took any pad in it at alí. At the later ti-
me. too. when Carmona joined in the revolt against the Ronians, it acted
as a subject town of king Luxinius rather than a sovereign unit (Liv. XX-
XIII. 21, 6). Obviously these towns had no authority of their own, they wc-
re entirely subordinate to royal power.
As for the kings they were active in diplornatic and military affairs. Li-
vy (XXVIII, 13. 3) states that Culchas promised (perhaps in exchange for
the aid in ¡te consolidating of lis personal power) to provide Scipio with
ínfantrymen and cavalrymen. TIc Roman author uses the term «cons-
cripturus». It spells a compulsory, forced enrolment of Culchas’s subjects
tnto lis army. It follows that the king’s authority was quite substantial: he
was neitíer a sacred king nor a tribal chief. but a real sovereing. TIc army
37. L. A. Garcia Moreno: Hispaniae tumultus. jo Polis ¡(¡989>, p. 88.
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he recruted coniprised 300 infantrymen and 500 cavalrymen (Polyb. XI.
20). We cannot know how strong this force was in terms of the region at
the close of the third and the start of the second centuries D.C. Diodorus
(XXV. 10) recounts that Hamilcar, having murdered Istolatius. his brother
and «alt the rest» enlisted the remaining 3000 warriors into bis army. It
shows that the Tartessian arniy numerically exceded Culchas’ troops but
to what extent remains unknown.
In the course of the second disintegration of Tartessis some towns in-
dependent of. Ihe kings must have evolved, as, for instance, Hasta. At the
benning of the second century B.C. this city offered the Romans a very
stubborn resistance (Liv. XXXIV. 2). No kings are registered to have parti-
cipated in the campaign. Ihe city acted as a self-dependent entity and.
consequently. it formed paN of no big state.
Thus the development of South Spain perhaps may be reconstrured as
follows. Mter the abortive clash with the Cartaginians at the close of the
sixth or at the start of the fifth century D.C. Tartessis collapsed and its re-
maiders felí under Carthaginian control38. Under Carthage’s sway this
«new» Tartessis enjoyed considerable authonomy because normally the
Cartaginians refrained from interfering into the inner affairs of their
«charges» unless provoked to39. During Punic War 1 or rather during the
Libyan War the Tartessians shook off Carthage’s yoke so that Hamilcar
was obliged to restore. (ávétazo) Carthage’s supremacy (Polib. II, 1, 5). Iii
this «new» Turdetanian Tartessis many of the fornier customs and usages
persisted. In the socio-political aspect it was the continuation of the same
early class society and state that liad existed between the eighthand tbe
sixth centuries D.C. thugh it was smaller in sin. Economically the state
was slightly different: the role of the mineral mining and matallurgy in
Tudertania noticeably decreased. In 216 D.C. the Tartessians again rose up
against the .Cathaginians and the latter delivered Tartessis die final devas-
tating blow.
This unstable situation was taken advantage of by the Romans who in
the course of Punic War II supported sorne local rulers. consolidated their
authority and gaye them a chance to create their own states. as in instan-
ced by Culchas. Other kingdoms. though. could have emerged without the
Ronians’ mediation. At the sanie time sorne cities such as Hasta rnust ha-
ve become independent and turned into sovereign cities with fairly vast
38. The Cartbaginians’ rule in South Spain before Punic War lis testifled by Polybius (1. ¡0.
5). Tbis explaios why rnany researches have adopted —with this or that reservation— the idea ob
(he Punic supremacy in South Spain (A. Schuten. Tartcssos. Hamburg. 1950. s. 72-73). Howevcr.
some scholars have of late reso¡utely refuted this síamení on the strenth of archaeological eviden-
ce (A Blanco Freijeiro. El problema de Tartessos. in Actas del II congreso español de estudios
clásicos. Madrid. 1964. Pp. 588-589). But the argumeots in favour of dic negation of Punic doníi-
nation (aboye alí. the absence of Carthaginian pottety in thc Baetis valey and of Iberian poltery
in Caríhage) seem uncovincing.
39. S. Gsell. Histoire ancienne dc lAbrique du Nord. ¡.11. Paris. 1928. p. 313.
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agrarian areas under their control. Having driven the Carthaginians out
of South Spain. the Romans themselves set to capturing the region. They
radically reduced the terrain of Culchas who in return revolted against
Rome but suffered a defeat and Iost lis kingdom. Suppressed was also the
rnu¡tiny of the king Luxinius. defeated was Coribilo. crushed was Hasta’s
resistance. A Latin colony was deduced to Carteia. The territory of fornier
Tartessis got incorporated into the Roman province of Hispania Ulterior
The disintegration of Tartessis resulted in the break-away of the eas-
tern territories. Rut sorne of the stn¡ctures that had originated way back
within the framework of the vaster Tartessian kingdom must have survi-
ved for a while. The native heirs of the Tartessian rulers were obviously
the people buried in the graves adorned with ornate tombstones bearing
zoornorphic pictures like those discovered at Pozo Moro. Such monu-
ments are found to have been spread over a limited area and dated to the
aid of the sixth-fifbt centuries B.CY. At a later period the majority of
them disappeared or transfornied into simpler and plainer ones. TIe sa-
me is true about Gaul where splendid «princely graves» similar to that of
a «dame of Vix» became a thing of the past. too41. This signifies a victory
of the aristocratric element over the monarchic one rather than democra-
tization of the Celtic social system. The aristocratic nature of the Celtic so-
ciety in Gaul is clearly discernible from Caesar’s description: We believe it
may be thought that liquidation or at least the lessening of the monardhie
coniponent of a social set-np is a salient feature of the Iberial society in
Southeast Spain too.
The Iberian civilization look a long time to form; it expanded gra-
dual¡y on an enornious territory approximately from Gibraltar to tIc Py-
renees and at one time it stretched as far as Rhodanus. under the impact
of various factors including Ploenicio-Punie and He¡lenic influenc&2.
The varied conditions of life of the Iberian peoples determined and sía-
ped the differencies in their social developnient. The general pattern on
the eve of the Roman conquesí seems rather diverse.
Towns constitute one of the system’s elements. Perhaps the majority of
those towns may be best described as proto-towns43 but we betíter leave
alone this much-disputed problem which still awaits its solution. Tbese
towns (or prototowns) were, as a rule, ¡aid out on hilís, they,were well forti-
ucd. Normally they tíere not big in size. although sorne were quite large;
40. E. Chapa Brunet: La escultura ibérica zoomorfa. Madrid. ¡985; passim; M. Almagro Gor-
bea: Pozo Moro. in MM. 24 (¡983). p. 235. 264-265; J. A. Santos Velasco. Análisis sobre ¡a transi-
ción a una sociedad estatal en la cuenca media dc Segura en época iberia. in Trabajos de Prehis-
toria 46(1980). Pp. ¡40-141.
41. J. Filip. Thc Celtic Civilization and Its Heritage. Prague. 1961. p. 26-48 (in Russian).
42. Simpos international els origeos dcl món iberic. in Ampurias 38-40 (¡976-1978>: J. M.
Blázquez: Las raices clásicas de la cultura ibérica. in AEArq 52(1979). p. 141-165.
43. P. Rouillard: Urbanisme et la vie publique dans ¡Espagne préromaine. VI-IV. s. ay. J.C.,
in Los asentimientos ibéricos ante la Romanización. Madrid. 1987. p. 37-41.
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in the. South thcy were usually larger than in the East and Northeast of
Spain. They were filled with comparatively small houses scattered in di-
sorder, with no luxurious dwellings as yet. Resides such townlets there wc-
re alsofortified posts alniost as bigas the former but peopled only from ti-
me to time. obviously at hazardous monients4t Those must be the casties(castella) mentioned by thc ancient authours (such as Livy XXXIV. Ib 16)
in their accounts of military.compaigns in the Peninsula. The very presen-
ce of such forified shclters for dic neighbouring folks presupposes the
existence of unfortified scttlements and villages whose inhabitants found
refuge behind their walls. The existence of villages is borne out by Strabo
(111.4,13) who points out the absence of towns outsidc the coastal strip of
the Mediterrancan (however it should be noted that the Greek gcographer
means the whole of Iberia. i.e. Hispania).
Certain cities became with time autonomous units. as. for instance. As-
tapa inthe South of Spain outside the rcmnants of Tartessian powcr. Both
Livy (XXVIIL22.2) and Appian (Hisp. 33) tcstify that this city defended the
Carthaginians with might and main and remained faithful to them even
whcn alí the surrounding area liad already taken the Romans’ side. The
residents of Astapa preferred to perish and to destroy alí their belongings
rather than to surrender to discretion. This city can hardly be considered a
polis in the true sense of the term45 but itís independence is beyond doubt.
Judging from Livy’s descri~tion alí mattcrs at Astapa werc decided toget-
her by alí city dwellers (he does not mention any officials. the more so of-
ficials appointed from without)~ there was a square in the town where the
residents brougbt before the decisive battle thcir property. wivcs and the
children.
On the Bastetanian terrain Orongis was most probably a similar coni-
munity. Due to Livy (XXVIII. 3, 2-13) it is known that the city had its dis-
posal sorne area with f¡clds and mines. Thcse possessions formed the
foundation of the. city’s prosperity, Livy called it the richest town. Here, as
well as at Astapa, was a square where evidcntly the citizens used to gat-
her too.vOn the other hand. Livy stresscs that.Orongis was situated on the
lands of the Maesesses who in their turn were oneofthe Dastetanian peo-
píes. Oescribing Spain at a.much later time Pliny (111,4,9) mentions the
town of Mentesa (Mentesa Dastetanorum). Towards the end of thc third
century D.C. Orongis was possibly in the sphere of Mentesa’s (or Maeses-.
sa’s) influence or even it was the latters subject. When Scipio stormed
Oronglis though. ncither Mentesa nor other Bastetanian communities ca-
me in a hurry to its rescue. Whethcr the explanation of the event is to be
.44. A. Arribas: The tberians, London. ¡974. Pp. 97-115; F. Presedo: Los pueblos ibéricos. p.
¡57-163: M. Almagro Gorbea. El área superficial de las poblaciones ibéricas, en Los asentimien-
tos.... Pp. 24-31:1. A. Santos Velasco: Op. cit.. p. ¡31.
45. A. Ruiz Rodríguez: Las clases dominantes.... p. ¡45.
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sought in the concrete march of the military operations or in the looseness
of bonds between the Dastetanian communities is impossible to say.
Self-dependent and rather active was Castulo of the Oretani in the Up-
per Baetis, as is manifest from its conduct in the course of the Second Pu-
n¡c War when it changed sides allying first with the Carthaginians and
then with the Romans and vice versa (Liv XXIV. 41.7; XXVI. 26,6; XXVIII.
19. 1-2: App. Hisp. 16). Livy calís this city «valida et nobilis». In order to
cement lis des with the Iberians Hannibal wisely married a woman of
Castulo (Liv. XXIV, 41.7). TIe wealth of the city was based on cultivation,
stock-raising and metallurg9<~ The basis of the Castulonians’ metallurgy
were rich silver and lead mines in the neighbourhood (Strabo III. 2, 10-11)
sud as the renowned shaft of Baebelo which supplied Hannibal when he
became its master. with more tían three hundred pounds of silver a day
(Plin. XXXIII. 97)47. Artisans’ workshops were clustered lii a special part
of Castulo~ apparently the artisans has already formed a separate social
group. This city carried on an extensive external trade too49. Its foremost
contractors before the advent to the Romans were more likely than not the
Carthaginians through whose agency the Castulo nobility got Greek coni-
modities, profuse Greek ceramics among them~
In Eastern Spain an independent city was Saguntum. It was a signifi-
cant centre that even prior to Hannibal’s assaults in the year 219 D.C.
struck its own coins with the Iberian legend51. It must lave traded actively
with the Greeks and niaybe with the Italics as weII. Livy (XXI. 7, 3) among
the treasures of Saguntum lists the produce of earth that bears witness to
the existence of agricultural area. The city’s vast agrarian possesions (cío-
ra) are also attested by Polybius (III, 17). This city was so outstanding and
unlike its Iberian neighbours that the antique authors considered Sagun-
tum a Greek colony (Strabo III. 4. 6; App. Hisp. 6) and Livy adds to tie
Hellenes of Zakynthos as the founders of Saguntum as tie wealthiest
town southward of the Ebro and opposes the Saguntians to tie Spaniards.
However nowadays its native origin seenis out of the question52.
Livy’s story (XXI, 7-15) of the siege and capture of Saguntum by Han-
nibal permits us to infer tie general outline of the city’s governnient. Ihe
community was headed by a praetor as Livy designates bim after tie La-
tin fashion. He was approached with a suggestion of a disgraceful peace
46. J. M. Blázquez. M. P. Garcia-Gelabert. El iberismo en la ciudad de Cástulo. in Los asenta-
mientos.... p. 47.
47. J. M. Blázquez. Cástulo 1. Madrid. ¡975. p. 23.
48. J. M. Blázquez. M. P. García-Gelabert. Op. cit.. p. 47.
49. J. M. Blázquez. Castulo 1. p. 309.
50. J. M. Blázquez. M. P. García-Gelabert. Op. cit.. p. 53.
Sí. A. Arribas. Op. ch.. p. ¡28: F. Presedo. Economía ibérica en Historia de Espafia antigua. t.
1. p. ¡76: PP. Ripollés Alegre: La circulación monetaria en la Tarraconense mediterránea. Valen-
cIa. 1982. p. 265.
52. F. Presedo: Los pueblos ibéricos. p. ¡61.
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by a certain Alorcus who was si niultaneously a xenos of Saguntum and
warrior of Hannibal. But to pass singlehanded a crucial decision on
which the city’s life and death depended, was denied to the praetor. He
convened a Senate which adopted the final decision iii the presence of the
people. Livy writes about «populi concilium». consequently it was not an
unruly crowd of accidentally congregated citizens but a sort of popular as-
sembly. The citizens constituted an important but passive body since the
final say rested after alí with the «Senate». that is. an aristocratic council.
According to Zonaras (VIII. 21) or to be more exact, to Dio Cassius. the
councillors assembled not in the square but in the acropolis. For alí the
unanimity of the ancient autbors who admired the Saguntians’ unity and
courage when they opted to die rather than to betray the Romans and vio-
late ¡te pact with them. there may have been sorne discord aniong the no-
bility. In this respect suspicious is the act of Alco who deserted to Hanni-
bal in the hope ifLivy is to be trusted. of entreating him to conclude a mo-
re bonourable peace pact but on learning the Carthaginian commander’s
adamant nature he turned a traitor. It is quite possible that this act expres-
sed the pro-Carthaginian position of sorne noblemen of Saguntum.
Such cities as Saguntum or Astapa were in alí likelihood the early city-
states. consisting of a City proper and sorne area around it that were akin
to «nomos-states» of Ancient Orient53. However such city-states were spar-
se. Perhaps in the Southeast of the Peninsula they were ¡xumerous (owing
to the influence of Tartessian heritage) but in the East Saguntum was the
only exception to the general rule54. Worthy of note is the fact that Livy in
lis description of Hannibal’s wars in Spain (XXI. 5) enumerates sorne tri-
bes (of the Olcades. of tIc Vaccaei, of the Carpetani) and the Saguntians.
so that Saguntuni seenis to be ranked alongside the ethnics. It is clear that
in niost cases a tilbe was tIc basic unit in the Iberian’s life.
The towns situated on the tribalterritories never acted on tícir own.
We lave the knowledge of only one independent action of theirs in 195
B.C. Cato demanded that the cities demolish tleir walls: for this purpose
he sent to the cities express letters that were to be opened by lis order on
one and the same day (Liv. XXXIV. 17: App. Hisp. 41; PIut. Cato 10). But
this event is easy to explain: for Cato it was iniperative that the Iberian
towns should lave no time or chance to contact each otíer or higher tri-
bal authorities and so they should act at their own discretion.
Social stratification in the Iberian tribes was already marked. Excava-
tions at the necropolis bear witness to the existence of sometimes tíree
groups. on other occasions of four differing groups. On the one hand there
were primitive hollows in the earth with an extremely modest inventory.
53. History ob the Ancient World. Early Antiquity. Moscow. ¡989. pr. 4041. 48-49 (in Rus-
sian).
54. P. Rouillard. Op. cii., p. 41.
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on the other -burial chambers under tumuli in which apart froni local wa-
res frequent were the objects manufactured by Greek and Phoenician arti-
sans. especially vessels. a great pan of which served as funerary urns. Bet-
ween these poles there were comparatively plain graves of the «middle»
stratuni. In such cemeteries as those of Tutugi or El Cigarralejo these
groups occupied different zones and were separated visibly froni each ot-
her55. This is to prove that the social differentiation of the society was al-
ready there to stay. tbe social groups were recognized not only de facto but
also de jure.
People buried in the siniplest cavities belonged most probably to the
subordinate stratum. though we are in no position to state whether they
were síaves in the proper rneaning of the word or clients analogous to tho-
se whom Caesar had found and described in Gaul. The extant tradition
ascribes the assassination of Hasdrubal to a síave who revenged his mas-
ter’s execution (Liv. XXI. 2.6: App. Hisp. 8: Iust. XLIV. 5. 5). It can’t be ru-
led out. though. that here Graeco-Ronian ideas were applied to Spanish
material. A considerable aniount of the «síaves». tonibs plus their place-
ment in the same cementeries side by side with other peoples’ graves
speak in favour of clientele rather than of true slavery.
The «middle stratum» were in alí probability free members of society.
It must be noted that sorne of their graves contained the weapons while
the others contained none. In some places. as in necropoleis of Daza and
El Cagarralejo. for instance, both types of graves are to be found in the sa-
me cenienter9§ while in others they are placed in different cementeries.
Thus the necropoleis of El Molar and Albuferreta situated near one anot-
her differ from each other in one respect: the former has weapons in its
graves, the later has not57. Ihe free Iberians —at any rate in the southem
pali of the Iberian world— were apparently of two types: f¡rst. ¡te arnied
people, and second. those who had no right to wear weapons, namely
craftsmen. or farmers. or fishermen. Quite a considerable quantities of
graves with weapons58 among their grave goods do not point to professio-
nal bands. Diodorus (XXI. lO) mentions a 50000-strong Iberian detache-
ment of Indortes who fought Hamilcar. It goes without saying that such
an army could have been but tribal militia which enlisted nonetheless not
55. F. Presedo: Los pueblos ibéricos. 163-170: J. M. Blázquez: M. P. García-Gelabert: La ne-
crópolis en «El Estaca de Robarinar». Cástulo. in APL ¡7 (¡987). pp. 177-193: M. Almagro Gor-
bea: Pozo Moro. pp. 278-281: J. A. Santos Velasco: Análisis social de la necrópolis ibérica de El
Cigarralejo y otros contextos funerarios de su entorno. in AEArq 62 (1989). p. 78-79, 90.
56. F. Presedo: Los pueblos ibéricos. Pp. 65-166:1. A. Santos velasco. Análisis social.... p. 76.
86. 91-92.
57. S. Nordstróm: La céramique peinte ibérique dc la province «Alicante. 1. Stockholm, ¡969.
Pp. 31-32.
58. Cf: M. P. Garcia-Gelaber!. J. M. Blázquez: El armamento de las necrópolis ibéricas de ¡a
Alta Andalucía. in Historia ¡6(1989). Pp. ¡05-107.110-112:1. M. Santos Velasco. Análisis social...
p. 91-92.
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ah adult males of the tilbe but only a certain though quite formidable part
of them. The Iberian vase-painting shows war scenes with warriors on foot
and on horse back engaged in a combat. Often infrantrymen are depicted
as following a cavalryman. Votive statuettes found at tbe sanctuaries of
Southeastern Spain also represent warriors both mounted .and unmoun-
ted59. Bearing in mmd that in a «barbaric» society a horse was regarded as
a nobleman’s prerogative we may safely assume that footmen were free
commoners and the horsemen the aristocrats.
The Iberian aristocrats are more than once recorded by ancient aiil-
hors. Hamilcar was confronted by kings and «other mighty people»
(App. Hisp. 5). Over300 noblest Spaniards were mentioned by Livy
(XXIV, 48, 7). Driefmentions of senators. elders. princepses occur many ti-
mes in the descriptions of wars in the Iherian Peninsula. They alí bespeak
an active role of the nobility in the affairs ofthe comniunity. Its organ was
the council whose role was impressive. It was the members .of such coun-
cils (senators. in Roman terminology) who were summoned in 195 B.C. by
Cato in order to carry out his intention to raze alí city walls (Liv. XXXIV.
17). The council could operate in concert with the monarch rendering him
ah sorts of services, as was instanced by tíhe Ilergetian king Indibil, but so-
metimes it could oppose the monarch: such was the story of Indibil’s brot-
her Mandonius who upon lis brotber’s death was betrayed to the ,Romans
by the members of the Ilerget council (Liv. XXIX. 3. 4).
The aboye episode of Mandonius’ betrayal clearly shows that the aris-
tocracy and the rnonarch constituted specific elenients of the Iberian so-
ciety. me fact that tbe royal family was distinguised from the other tribes-
men is plain from Polybius’ account of how the Edetan king Edecon had
deserted to the Romans (X.34). The historian underlines that it was not
only the king who misbehaved but also bis friends and relatives Polybious
is reticent about the whole communit¡s desertion to the Roman. Taking
into account the phraseology of Hellenistic times we may decipher Ede-
con s «friends» as his courtiers. or to be more exact. bis bandÑt
The existence of monarchical institutions in the Iberian society is be-
yond alí doubt. Describing the wars againstí the Iberians the antique au-
tours frequently use the terms kings (reges. j3aatXéss). kinglets (reguli),
lords and sovereigns (Suvaaat). Alas, this terrninology is too vague and
indefinitive, on the strength of these terms it is impossible to specify the
powers. authority and sovereignty of the monarch6’. but it is worthy of no-
te that alrnost ahí these terms are connected precisely with South and East
59. A. García y Bellido: El arte ibérico, en Ars Hispaniae. 1. Madrid. ¡947. p. 219; F. Presedo.
Organización política y social.... Pp. 205-209.
60. Modern researches emphatically point cur thai ¡be pací with Seipio bound him alone. dic
whole of Edecon’s community had nothing to do with the treaty.
61. Cf.: A. V. Mishulin: Ancient Spain. Moscow. 1952. Pp. ¡92-193 (in Russian).
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Spain. As regards the Celtiberians. kings are mentioned only thrice, ah
these contexts are highly anibiguous and, as whe shall see further, not qui-
te accurate. In this connection very interesting are the terms used by Ap-
pian. Two times does he use the monarch’s titíes: in the narration about
Hamilcar’s death —the word «kings» (Hisp. 5) and in the plirase about
the Ilergeti’s chief Indibil— the word «dynast» (Hisp. 37), whereas the
terms are never tobe fornid in the accounts of the wars outside tbe South
and East of the Iberian Peninsula.
The acient authors regard Indibil as a monarch. True, his name is
usually accompaned by his brother’s name Mandonius, but the account
of the events leaves us in no doubt as to who of the tho played first fiddle:
Livy (XXII, 21, 3) calís indibil unequivocally the kingling of the Ilergeti;
the other brother comes into the force after his brother’s death only for a
short while and with no success. Polybius (III. 76. 1) calís Indibil the Can-
haginians’ ally. In this case he uses the term «military leader». a bit fart-
her —«king» (X, 18) and «dynast» (X. 35)~. And later, in 195 D.C. there
was only one king of the Ilergeti— Dilistages (Liv. XXXIV. II). So there is
no ground whatever to speak about a diarchy in the tilbe.
Indibil as well as othei- Iberian monarchs is listed in the sources as a
militar>’ conimander or «a minister of foreign affairs». As we see it. it is to
be explained by the sources’ nature since they priniarily deal with wars or
diplomatic negotiatons of the aborigenes with the Carthaginians or Ro-
mans. dic internal affairs of the túbes and comniunities seldoni being
their subject-matter. These brief passages on tbe «home policies» chiefly
concern the matters of the succession to power which is undeniably a fi-
xed prerogative of one kin. When Indibil was no more his brother imme-
diatel>’ summoned lis conneil in the capacity of the king. there is no cvi-
dence available as to an election of a new rulen Mandonius acts with as-
surance and authority as the late king’s brother. and consequently. as a
new sovereign. After the death of the community of Iba’s head lis succe-
sor was lis son. but the new chiefs cousin would not stand it and the en-
suing dispute between the contenders was settled in a combat (Liv. XX-
VIII. 21. 5-9). One thing seems conspicuous about this event: one of the ri-
vals was the other’s senior but this other was the deceased chicís son.
Their combat was in fact a clasí of two principles —the ancient. tribal
principIe, in accordance with which power was vested in the senior meni-
ber of the family came into collision with a new hereditary principIe ac-
cording to which a father was succeeded on the throne by lis son.
Thus the Iberian society had long since disposed of its original tribal
equality. There were different social groups to be observed there. Merce-
62. Tbe change is the terms as likely as not reblected tbe bistorical realities: berween 218 and
209 B.C. ¡he might and authority of ¡odibil grew and the Romans proved high¡y instrumental in
this process.
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naries were another pointer to its disintegration. Evidently pan of the ini-
poverished tribesnien. perhaps led by sorne aristocrats. who liad found it
br sorne reason or other inipossible to stay on at home. becarne freelan-
ces. They are mentioned already by TIiucydides (VI. 90) who thought them
to be the best soldiers of alí barbarians. According to Dioidorus (XX. 71).
Dionisius sent an Iberian contingent in 369 D.C. as far as to Sparta. Iberian
warriors are more than once recorded in a Carthaginian armr3.The crust of the society was die nobility. the society was governed by a
monarch in concert with the aristocratic council. These two powers nor-
mally must have acted in fulí agreement but they also could come iii con-
flict. In the latter case the king was not authorized to impose his will either
on the whole tribe, as Edecon did upon tbe Edetani. or on the nobilití>’. as
Mandonius on the menibers of the Ilergete council. In sorne cases the king
ma>’ perhaps have been a sacred figure as the name «Edecon» implies (it
more or less coincides with the name of the tribe).
This is true, however. not about the whole of Iberian society. It was not
always kings or princeps that the Roman and Carthaginians liad to deal
with. More often than not. especialí>’ in the northern zone. the conquerors
contractors were entire tribes and the Ilergetes who lived also in the North
were certainí>’ and exceptio. For instance. in 195 B.C. Cato had his dea-
lings with Bilistages, king of the Ilergetes (Liv. XXXIV, 11), and the tribes
of this region —Sedetani. Ausetani. Suessetani, Lacetani (Liv. XXXV,
20)—. The archaeological excavations in the Middle Hiberus have testi-
fied to the absence of clear traces of the class stratif¡cation in the period
prior to the Roman conquest64. The process of the disintegration of tbe
tribal system was less rapid in this area.
Thus. Iberian society cannot be regarded as a single whole. an entity.
Here it is already possible to single out «nome states» such as Astapa.
Orongis. Castulo and Saguntum. A number of other Iberian «populi»
might have more or less reached the stage when a late tribal society could
tuni into a tribal state. The Ilergetes must have approached this landmark
before the Edetani. The process of the forniation of a new society took Ion-
ger in the Middle Hiberus and in sniall ethnic groups between the Hibe-
rus and the Pyrenees. The further evolution was interrupted by the Roman
conquest.
Among the peoples of inside Hispania stood out the Celtiberians po-
pulating the eastern Meseta and mostí>’ the right bank Middle Hiberus.
Pliny (III. 26) makes mention of four «populi» of the Celtiberians. The
63. F. Presedo: Organización polílica y social p. 201-203: M. P. García-Gelaherí. J. M. Bláz-
quez: Mercenarios hispanos en los fuentos y en la arqueología, jo Habis ¡8-lo (1986-1987). p.
258-260. Tr,ie. the Iast-staded authors believe the Celtiberians ¡o have been ¡he mercenarie buí it,
more anciení times lhey were plainly lberians.
64. A. Beltrán: Problemática general de la iberización en el valle de Ebro. in Ampurias 38-40
(1976-1978). pp. 199-201,
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selfsanie four Celtiberian tribes are recorded by Strabo (111.4. 13). Since in
different sources (e.g. in Appian) different tribes are sometimes listed as
Celtiberians modern scholars are inclined to believe that there were five
Celtiberian tribes: the Arevaci and the Pelendones. inhabiting the so-
called Celtiberia Ulterior, and the Tittos, the Lusones and the Bellos dwe-
lling in the so-called Celtiberia Citerior65.The tribes could be headed by the chiefs. Ancient authors calI them
either «dux» (flor. 1. 33. 13; 34. II; 13) or arpanyyós (App. Hisp. 44.45. 50
and others). Only once Livy (XXXV, 7. 6) nientions the king Hilernus
when speaking about the allied troops of the Vaccaei, Vectones and Celti-
berians. Rut what matters most is not so much their ancient names as
their real funcions. First and faremost, they are elected and, it must be
stressed for a specific, purely militar>’ purpose. For instance, when the war
against the Romans broke out, the Arevaci, Bellos and Tittos gathered to-
gether in Nuniantia and elected Karos their leader (App. Hisp. 45). Despi-
te the fact that the election took place in Numantia, the town of Arevaci,
and the residents of Segeda. the town of Bellos. acted as petitioners. it was
a man from Segeda who was chosen a leader because he was, as Appian
writes. the most experienced and skilled in the warfare. The decisive factor
was his military expertise, not his origin. so it is impossible to treat him
as a monarch. Karos was a valorous warrior and too, and active pafl in the
battle where he was síain; after his death again new chiefs were elected —
Ambon and Leucon who were in no way related to Karos (App. Hisp. 46).
Later on carne to the fore other chiefs unrelated with their predecessors.
Detailed as Appian’s account ma>’ be. the chiefs’ names are seldom given
by him and as a rule only once. Alí this indicates limited and sbort-lived
functions of the chosen leaders.
Chiefs were elected at the asemblies. Atan assenibly like these the Are-
vaci as well as other Celtiberians voted for Karos. After the latter’s death.
Appian relates. the Arevaci without delay during the sanie night congrega-
ted at Numantia and chose (ijpoúvto) Anibon and Leucon their military
generals. Assemblies could decide other iniportant issues as well. Diodo-
rus (XXXI. 42) asserts that the Arevaci discussed the probleni of war
against Rome at an assenibly and that it was the people (nXfj8os) that took
the decision about the war.
As a single whole. however. a Celtiberian tribe. to say nothing of a
union of tribes. acted only in exceptional cases. On the tribe’s territories
there were various towns: the Lusones had the towns of Contrebia. Nerto-
briga. Dilbilis. Complega: the Arevaci had Clunia. Termantia, Uxama. Se-
gonhia, Numantia. Contrebia Leucada. Aregada and other towms; the Be-
65. F. Wattenberg: Los problemas de la cultura celtibérica. in ¡ Symposium de prehistoria pe-
ninsular. Pamplona. ¡960. p. 153-154: F.J. Lomas. Pueblos celtas en la Peninsula Ibérica. in: His-
oria de España antigua. t. 1. Pp. 83-90: Historia de España. 2. p. 47.
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líos possessed Segeda, Arcobriga, Attac, Ocilis, Segobriga and Contrebia
Belesca6~. Resides these towns the sources also mention fortified fortres-
ses (castella) and unfortified villages (vid, Kcopat) (Liv. XL, 33; 47; XXXV.
22, 5; App. Hisp. 77; Strab. III, 4, 13). The unfortified villages were small
and housed sorne 50-100 persons67. They way be evidently considered to
be clan settlements, whereas towns were more densely populated. Their
population reached several thousands of people: so. Numantia liad about
8000 residents, Termantia 6500 people61. These towns were centres where
a numbers of clans united. For instance. among the citizens of Contrebia
Belesca one can find representatives ofat leastí ten clans69.
These communities precisely were in fact real socio-political unitís-
Thus, absolutely autonomous were Complega, Segeda. Numania, Ocilis,
Nertobriga and Palantia (App. Hisp. 44-50; 55). To these towns were subor-
dinated smaller townlets and also perhaps castíes and villages70. We
know. for instance, that the Numantians had their garrisons stationed in a
small town of Malia (App. Hisp. 77). Following the Roman conquest simi-
lar communities became the principal celís of the Roman administrative
system”. B>’ way of comparison it must be pointed out that in Gaul whole
tribes became such basic celís.
Information on the administration of the communities is to be found
in te Latin inscription from Contrebia Belesca (A.é.. 1979. 377) which
bears an exact date: May 15, 87 D.C. when alí indigenous institutions still
persisted intact, and also in Celtiberian inscriptions from the sarne.town72.
At the head of the comunity was a senate. i.e. town council. It had judicial
powers. In other towns by the senate’s order coins were struck and pacts
concluded73 and it is unlikely that in Contrebia its powers were less
significant.
The executive powers were exercised by six magistrates headed by a
praetor (his vemacular title is unknown to us). They alí belonged to diñe-
rent clans. In ah likelihood each of them either represented his clan or
66. F. Wattenberg. Op. ci!.. p. ¡54.
67. A. Sohullen Keltiberer. in RE. Hbd. 21. Sp. ¡53.
68. F: Wat¡eoberg. Op ci!.. p. 155: A. Montenegro Duque. Historia de España. iI. Madrid.
¡972: Historia de España. 2. p. 445.
69. A.é. ¡979. 377: M. Lejeune: La grande inscription celtibére de Botorita. in CRAI. ¡973, Pp.
622-647: M. L. Albertos Firmat: Organisaciones suprafamiliareseo la Hispania antigua. jo BSAA
45-46 (¡975). p. 15.
70. J. Rodríguez Blanco: Relación campo-ciudad y organización social en la Celtiberia IJíte-
flor, in Memorias de bistoria antigua. ¡(¡977). p. ¡73-175: Historia de España. l.pp. 419-420. 442-
444.
71. Cf.: E. Ortíz de tJrbioo. Aspectos de la evolución de la estructura indígena del gn.po de
población Autrigón en la época prerromana y altoiraperial. in Congreso de Historia de Euskal
Herria. 1. 1. viroria-Gastiez. ¡988. p. 169.
72. M. Lejeune. Op. ch.. passim.
73. H. GalsteTer. Untersuchungen zum rómiscben Studtewesen auf der lberischen Halbinsel.
Berlin. 1971.s. 53.
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was elected by his clan at the popular assembly. As no less than ten clans
lived iii this town it is plain that not ah of them could be simultaneously
represented through magistrates. Representatives of one clan could not
apparently occupy two offices at a time. Praetor and magistrates were at
the same time the community’s epon>’ms since the date of the Latin ms-
cription is indicated not only by the official Ronian date but also by the
local one: «when this matter was considered. the Contrebia magistrates
werc» (A.é.. 1979. 377, 15-18).
This evidence permits to bear out the information of the narrative tra-
dition. Thus, a council is to be found at Delgeda (App. Hisp. 100). In other
places were the elders who in alí probability were members of the council.
Diodorus (XXXI, 9) gives us the nanie of one of the elders at Delgeda (Se-
geda) —Kakyros. More likely than not, it is Karos whom we have already
mentioned earlier— the one chosen to lead the joint ami>’ at Nuniantia . If
it is a fact then it becomes clear that the Celtiberians had to elect their lea-
ders from among the elders. Evidently, Numantia’s magistrates wbere the
archons recorded by Plutarch (Tib. Orac. 6) who enjoyed vas authority in
the ci&. Livy (XL, 49) supplies a unique evidence of a monarchic title iii
connection with the Celtiberians: «regulus» Turrus whose children were
taken captives by the Ronians in the town of Alce. Perhaps. a praetor ts
meant in this context.
Ihe fundamental celí of the organization of the Celtiberians was a
clan community, gentilitas’4 which entered the network of the town com-
munities. Sorne scores of mentions of such gentilitates have come down to
us75. In most texts the name of tbe gentilitas stands between the person’s
first name and lis patronyniic which bears witness to a greater significan-
ce of a clan bond tían that of a family. In women’s names too the hus-
band’s name stands after the gentilitas’ name76. True we do not know
whether the husband’s clan or lis wife’s clan is nientioned in this case.
The gentilitates ma>’ lave been headed by the princeps (CIL II, 5763; A.é.
1946. 121. 122) but it cannot be ruled out that the office itself came into
being well after the Roían conquest.
Thus. the Celtiberian society had preserved the basic traits of the tribal
society. but the tribal equality of antiquity was already a thing of the past.
On the one hand. in the ancient society the nobility became very conspí-
cuous. Undeniably noble by birth was Ahlucius whom Liv>’ (XXVI, 50. 2)
called tle Celtiberians’ princeps. «Outstanding leaders» were. according
to Diodorus (XXV. 10), Indortes and Istolatius and their companions-in-
74. Historia de España. 2. p. 441.
75. M. L. Albertos Firma!: Op. cit.. Pp. 9-31. The inscriptions in which gentilitates were men-
tioned are mostly Latin: it is obvious that this is a local. pre-Roman institution. In Celtic inscrip-
tions dic geotilitales names are used in Genitivus Pluralis wbere as in Roman ones the geolilic
nanle (nomen) is always used in Latin Nominativus Singularis.
76. ¡bid.. p. 14. n. 81.
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arms who sided witl the Tartessians in their war against Hamilcar. TIe
nobiles of Alce are mentioned by Livy (XL. 49). Valerius Maximus (III, 2.
21) considers a certain P>’rresus the niost remarkable of aB the Celtibe-
rians in noblesse and worth. A Numantian aristocrat was Rhetogenes
nicknamed Karaunios (App. Hisp. 94). Florus (1. 34. 15) calís the last Nu-
mantian chief Rhoecogenes. It is selfsame Ríetogenes. From alí this we
can infer that supreme power in the society belonged to the aristocrats:
Tbey even lived in special quarters of the town (Val. Max. III. 2.7).
The aristocrac>’ possessed also niost tiches and wealtl in the commu-
nity. Almost alí necropoleis had ricí and poor graves but the latter out
numbered the formen for example. in the necropolis Miraveche contai-
ning over a hundre of graves tíere were only 17 rich tombs. The same is
true about other necropoleis. Poor tombs had usually only an urn with the
ashes, a knife and a fibula, rich graves contained also sorne weapons”.
This is a pointer that the nobility monopolized the arniouries and preven-
ted the comrnoners from taking part in wars under normal conditions. It
was oní>’ under extreme conditions when it was a matter of freedoni or
enthralment. of life or death of the whole community tlat alí the popula-
tion of the place joined in the battle. as was the case in Nuniantia when it
was bésieged by tIc Romans.
Aniong the Celtiberians as well as the Spanish Celts in general. tíere
were no priests like the Druids beyond the Pyrenees. Yet tle aristocrats
were certain that they were imniediately conected with heavenly forces. So.
according to Florus (1. 33. 13-14) the Celtiberian chief Olindicus shook lis
spear with a silver tip. allegedly received by bu from leaven. Well-known
is a mystical faití the Celtiberians pinned on Sertorius believing hm to be
connected throught his white fallow-deer with tIc deities. Evidently the
Celtiberians regarded the mutinous Roman general as tle heir of the an-
cient indigenous aristocracy.
On the other hand. however. tíere were in tIc Celtiberian society de-
pendent people. Onomastic studies of the Roman period have demonstra-
ted that amont the Celtiberians there were descendants of the so-called
ambacti7t. Ennius wrote and Festus cited hini (p. 4) that «ambactus» was
the Celtic for «a síave». Another group of «síaves» was doiderii79. Most
probably, síaves were those servants who followed Ríetogenes and lis
friends during the sally from Numantia (App. Hisp. 94). Those were appa-
77. W. Schñle: Dic Mesta-Kulturen der lberischen Halbinsel. Berlin. 1969. ~. 78-80.
78. M. Sevilla: Ambacles en la epigrafía hispánica. in Memorias de historia antigua. 1(1977).
Pp. 163-165.
79. ¡bid.: J. Santos: Contribución al estudio de ¡os restos de formas de dependencia cocí área
céltica en época romana. in Memorias de historia antigua. 2 (¡978). Pp. 137-143. True. recently no
opinion has been advanced that ambactí and doiderii have no relation with the pro-Roznan so-
cial units (E. Ortiz de Urbino. Op. cit.. p. 168). However. dic disproof notwith standing. we cer-
tainly f,nd the arguments by M. Sevilla and J. Santos incontrovertible.
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rentí>’ the menials or armourbearers. The very word «anibactus» meaning
«one who is around» and the ambacti’s functions with the transpyrenean
Celts~ plainly indicate that here a military suite is meant. Those were un-
free persons made use of priniarily during a wartime. fle transíation of
Ennius is silent about their similarity with Roman síaves. it just speaks
about an unfree status of these people. There is no evidence as to whether
such «síaves» were exploited in agriculture or industry.
Still an otíer group of Celtiberian sobordinate people were clients.
Such clients were brouglt by Allucius to Scipio (Liv. XiXVI. 50. 14). J. M.
Blázquez maintains that Rhetogenes’ five friends were also actualí>’ clientst1.This is quite possible ifwe take into account that in Cisalpine Gaul Celtic
clients formpd a son of association (Polyb. II, 17. 12) as evidently did the
Gauls too (Caes. Bel. Gal. VI. 30. 3)82. Sonie noblenien had quite a few
clients. For example. Allucius rallied from among lis clients 1500 horse-
men and took them to serve Scipio. It shows that clients as well as ambacti
participated in the aristocracy’s militar>’ campaigns. The only difference
between ambacti and clients seems to be in tícir social status —the former
were unfree wlereas the latter enjoyed the official position of free mem-
bers of tleir society.
Clients must be evidently distinguished from a specific group of people
tied witl their chief. mese are people who dedicated themselves to sorne-
body and who died togetíer with their patron. Strabo (III. 4. 18) and Sa-
llust (in Sen’. Georg. 4. 218) contend that this was tle Celtiberians’ cus-
tom. It has been believed that such devoti were Rhetogenes companions-
in-arms wlo, as Florus relates (1. 34. 13-lS). made a sally in order to perish
but after the salí>’ tlose wlo survived destroyed themselves. their relations
and the city «by the sword, poison and arson»13. What was tíhe source of
such people and why did they form closer alliances with their patrons
than conimon clients? This is not yet known. Coud they have been mainly
foreigners for wlom this son of relations was the only social link possible?
After the loss of independance client relations persisted. The Celtibe-
rians’ patron was Sertorius5<. In this capacity he lavishly disposed of sil-
ver and goid. the provided his warriors witb ah necessary things. he rnet
their wishes (Plut. Sen. 14). This. it seems. tlrows sorne hight on the client
—patron relations which were not unilateral. but mutual. very similar to
those among the Gauls (Caes. Bel, Gal. VI. 11-14). Clients obeyed their su-
80. N. S. Shirokova. The tns¡itution of Clientele in the Ancien! Celts. in On the Socio-Political
Organization and ldeology of Antique Society. Leningrad. ¡984. p. ¡46-147 (in Russian).
Sí. J. M. Blázquez: El legado indoeuropeo en la Hispania Romana. in ¡ Symposium de pre-
historia peninsular. p. 30.
82. N. 5. Shirokova: Op. cit.. p. 147.
83. A. Prieto Araniega: La devotio ibérica corno Ibrma de dependencia en la Hispania preri-o-
mana. in Memorias de historia antigua. 2(1978). p. 132.
84. Ibid.
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perior, took part in lis wars and the patron reciprocated with generous
gifts. The patron’s repudiation of lis obligations could result in tle dis-
continuationof client ties. as is illustrated by the event when sorne Celti-
beriansstarted to oppose Sertorius because lis military. commanders be-
gan to levy. allegedí>’ by Sertorius’s order. leavy duties and severe penali-
ties (Plut. Sen. 25). And yet their client bonds with Sertorius finally came
to their end oní>’ upon the latter’s deatí.
Thus, in tIc Celtiberian society tíere wére two distintís poles: clan aris-
tocrats versus different categories of dependent people. TIe two poles were
dosel>’ bound with one another. Of their ambacti. clients and «devoti» the
aristocrats made up their militar>’ bands. as. for instance. did.Alluciusat
the end ~f the third century BC. and. Sertorius in the first centuty D.C.
With such troops tley could fight not oní>’ in the homeland but also on
the side of foreigners as. for example. Allucius in Scipio’s service. Ancient
literature and arclaeological researcíes are very dcl in evidence of Celti-
betian mercenaries in tíhe service of the Tartessians. otíer Hispanics. Cat-
haginians and Romans85.Archacological excavations lave testified to the existence in Celtiberia
of a vast section of free people. not involved in the client —patron links
and exempt from niilitary obligations in normal paeceful times86, wlich
determined tícir subordinate position in society. Most likely diese people
were chief toilers and producers— peasantís and artisans. Celtiberian
craftsmen must have been wandering ones. símilar to their counterparts in
Horner’s Greece87.
TIe Celtibetians’ relations witl the outer world were regulated aboye
alí by two institutions. namely mercenaries and hospitality (hospitium).
Of course botí institutions were not aliento man>’ otíer peoples especially
those standing on the same or close rungs of social development. But in
Spain Diodoms especialí>’ underlines the hospitale disposition of the Cel-
tiberians (V; 34,. 1): they are gracious and kind with their guest and they
even compete with each other in hospitality because they thouglt that tío-
se who entertained guests, were favoured by gods. Tie last phrase (&o91—
Xsts ftyoñv-eat) implies that the hospitality institution received sorne sacred
outward.expression. It is also attested by a tle extant tesserae made in tle
síape of either sacred animals (that leaves no doubt wlatever as to a sa-
cred nature of the tite) or of clasped hand and bearing ins¿riptions in tIc
Celtic language but in Iberian sctipt (as the Celts. the Celtiberians inclu-
ded, had no sctipt of their own) and later also by Latin inscriptionstt. In
tie absence of international and interethnic law the custom of hospitality
85. M. 1’. Garcia-Ge¡abert. J. M. Blázquez: Mercenarios p. 260-269.
86. W. Schiile: Op. cii.. 5. 79.
87. Historia de España. 2. pp. 435-438.
88. J. M. Blázquez: El legado indoeuropeo.... p. 338-340: E. J. Lomas: Instituciones indoeuro-
peas, in Historia de España antigua t. 1. pp. ¡ 13-1 17.
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secured and guaranteed an intercourse between different conimunities
and peoples.
TIe customs of lospitality and mercenary service promoted the neces-
sary contacts tle Celtiberians could not do without. From Diodorus (Y,
35) we know that the Celtiberians bouglt wines from overseas traders
(probably. due to tle mediation of the littoral Ibetians). The influence of
tle neighbouring Ibetians is to be detected in the adoption by the Celtibe-
tians of falcata. in some women’s ornaments such as fibulae and belt buc-
kles and tíhe scriptt9. At tle same time no traces of Greek or Ploenicianimports in pre-Roman Celtiberia lave come to liglit yet. which unde-
niably proves tlat tle Celtibetians failed to establisí any kind of direct
contacts witl the world of tle classic Mediterranean. the one exception
being wars, in the course of wicl the Celtiberian mercenaries could bring
lome dcli booty. Sometimes tle loot could be quite enormous. Strabo (III,
4. 13) assures us that Marcellus managed to get from the Celtiberians an
indemnity of 600 talents. The geographer is amazed at tle number of ta-
lents. the more so tliat the Celtiberian’s lands were not fertile. Naturally
sucli riches could lave been amassed only tlianks to the participation of
Celtiberian warriors in innumerable wars.
So. the Celtiberian society emerged as a late tribal one. TIe principal
unit of social libe was a clan collective a gens a gentilitas but gentes or gen-
tilitates made up communities with a town at tle lead and this very com-
munity fornied a real franiework of the society’s organism. Tribes may be
regarded ratíer as unions of sud communities. At times, in the face ob an
imminent disaster such as the Ronians’ menace, for example. Celtiberian
tribes also forged a union. In the society could be discemed the nobility
on tlie one land and on tlie otíer various groups of subordinate populace.
Besides tíese, there were a lot of tlie bree common inlabitants, wlo after
alí were not entirel>’ equal with the aristocrats, for they were not allowed to
take pan in militar>’ undertakings. unquestionabí>’ more privileged and
lucrative.
The Lusitanian society seems more archaic. Although gentilitates are
but seldom mentioned on the Lusitanian territor>’, still tle>’ bear witness
to the clan nature of this ethnic~. Plin>’ wtites (IV, 117) that in the Ronian
province ob Lusitania there lived 45 peoples. a considerable number of
them were more likely tban not Lusitanian «populi» proper. An inscrip-
tion of the year 104 B.C. recentí>’ uneartlied telís us about one sucli «popu-
lus» Seano. In this case the largest settlement obviously dominated over
six snialler ones. The chief settlement of Seano itself consisted of buses
89. E. J. Lomas: Pueblos celtos.... p. 85: F. Jordá. J. M. Blázquez. 0p. cit.. pp. 276-286: J. Unter-
man: Op. cit.. S. 84-88.
90. Historia de España. ¡. 2. p. 483.
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and fields (agros et aedificia)9t. Ancient authors mentioned Lusitanian
towns more than once92 but in bact the Lusitanians liad >‘et no towns in
the proper sense of the word. Evidently what the sources meant were pro-
totowns (oppida). castíes (castella) and unfortified villages (vici) (Salí.
Hist. 1. 112). Sud a «populus» coinciding with the clan association must
have been and actual socio-political cdl in the Lusitanian society.
The communities were governed by the elders wlom Plutarcí (Sert.
10) calís arclons. For military purposes sorne comniunities could enter in-
to more powerfull unions led by elective chiefs. Sud chiefs were certain
Punicus and Kaisaros. lis succesor but no relation to hirn as Appian
(Hisp. 56) simpí>’ writes about «a man Kaisaros by name». It was oní>’ on-
ce that the Lusitanians were able to form a larger union embracing alí
their tribes and also several others. mis exploit was perfomed b>’ Vitiatus
wlorn Florus (1.33. 15) called the Romulus of Hispania. Viriatus was elec-
ted leader in extreme circumstances (App. Hisp. 61-62) and thongí he is
sometimes designated in tle sources as «dynast» (Diod. XXXIII. 1. 3) lis
authority was primarily based on his enormous personal prestige and was
not obf¡cially institutioned. No wonder that upon lis assassination this
confederation immediately felí apan. Diodorus (XXXIII. 1; 5) asserts that
tle Lusitanians thought Viriatus to be their «benefactor» (súvpyétrp) and
«saviour» (aúrr¡jp). If it is not just a sheer transference on this ethnic of
usual Hellenistic notions of a monarch9> one can suppose that the suc-
cess of Viriatus’ military operations gaye birth to some religious sanction
of lis power. However. it must be noted tlat even so side by side with Vi-
tiatus tíere were special Lusitanian leaders (App. Hisp; 68. 73).
Inside the Lusitanian society property differentiations began to be no-
ticeable. -Thus, a wealthiest man was a certain Astolpas who became Viria-
tus’ father-in-law•(Diod. XXXIII, 7). We do not know ifproperty dibferen-
tiations in Lusitania brought about social stratification in the society. Dut
even so the Lusitanian aristocrats were lardly likely to fon an isolated
stratum as tIc Celtiberian noblemen did. The stoties about Lusitanian’s
wars carry information on considerable Lusitanian armies. which lave
leen impossible if tlie chief military forces had leen made up of aristo-
cratís bands. Livy (per. 52) relates tliat Vitiatus lad leen first a shepherd.
later a biigand, a bandit, and f¡nally, a chieP<. Sud a career in a aristo-
cratic society. like tIc Celtiberian one. was practically inipossible and
unheard-of.
91. D. Nñrr: Mpekte des rómischen Veálkerrechts. Dic Bronzetafel von Alcánlara. Múnchen.
¡989. p. 23. 25-26.
92. E. 1. Lomas: Pueblos celtos. Pp. 106-107.
93. H. Gundel: viriatus. in RE IÁbd. 17k 1961. Sp. 227.
94. There is an opinion thai this and other accounts of ancient authors about Viriatu< igno-
ble origin and career are none other than literary topos and they do not correspond to the real
facts (H. Gundel. Op. cii., sp. 206). Buí at our disposal we have no dala whatevei to refute dic
unan,mous antique tradition.
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TIe Lusitanians niust lave lingered in the period of the socalled «mi-
llitary democracy» and this fact explains their especialí>’ bellicose disposi-
tion95. Tlie Lusitanians had also a custom. in keeping with which youngpeople who had no property but plenty of valour and strength left for
inaccesible places and united in bands, became fugitives and outlaws ans
eamed tíleir living by banditry and robbery Lar and wide outside Lusita-
nia (Diod. V. 34). TIe custom of the time of tle disintegration of clan reía-
tions is reminiscent of the Italic «sacred spring»~; it was probabí>’ one of
the major ways for tlie Lusitanians to spread and settle young and, conse-
quently. most dynaniic elements of the Lusitanian society must obviously
lave fo¡-med those detachments that opposed and hartied the Romans.
They knew no regular clan formation. Appian (Hisp. 68) narrates about
the bands of Curius and Apulcius wlo attasked the arniy of Servilianus in
Lusitania; the autlior calís the leaders Xfjnrap~ot (the ringleaders of ban-
dits). In alí Iikelihood, this opposition of the bands to Viriatus’ more or
less regular troops betrays also different principles of the formation of ar-
med forces.
Tlie peoples of the North-West of the Iberian Peninsula —the Gallaeci,
tle Astutians and the Cantabri— lived in the clan system. Alí authors telí
us how man>’ small tribes lived there, Mela (III, 15) calís them «popull»,
Pliny (III. 28)— «populi» or «civilitates». Pliny assures us that Asturia
had 22 peoples. Cantabria —9 communities and Gallaecia— 40. In the
composition of Asturian and Cantabrian tribes, as well as of Celtibetian
tribes, remarkable were gentilitates97. As in Celtiberia, in this region the
membership in these collectives was of greater significance than family
ties. Judging by the pacts concluded by the gentilitates with cadi otíer al-
ready in Roman times, sucli as the ones between Desoncori and Tridavi
(CIL II. 2633). the>’ were autonomous and carried out independent poli-
cies. The gentilitates acknowledged tlie autlority of a larger confederation
of a tribe. though. For example. the aboye —mentioned Desoncori and
Ttidavi were aware of tleir belonging to tlie tribe of the Zoels. Strabo (III.
3. 8). Pliny (III, 27). Ptolemy (II. 6)— the>’ alí wtite about tribes. Following
the Roman conquest tribes were accepted by the Romans as an adminis-
trative unit (like in Gaul).
TIe Gallaeci had centutiae in place of gentilitates~~. Y/bat a centuria
was like is a disputable issue~% As we see it, a centuria was a clan organi-
95. Cf.: A. Montenegro Duque: La conquista de Hispania por Roma. in Historia de España.
1. ¡¡.1. Madrid ¡982. p. 61.
96. W. Einseohut: ver sacrum. in Keine Pauly. Bd.V. sp. 1181-1183.
97. M. L. Alberts Firmat: Op. ci!.. p. 10-13.
98. ¡bid.. p. 31-33.
99. E. M. ~taerniao holds thaI centuriae were a transitory stage from clans ro local communi-
ties (EM. ~taerman. Morality and Religion of Subordinate Classes in the Roman Empire. Mos-
cow 1961. pp. 40-4¡. lii Russian). M. L. Albertos Firma! (Op. ci!.. p. 65) and M. Pastor (Historia de
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zation like a gentilitas. We are informed of a smaller number olcentutiae
than of gentilitates. The reason for this is that alí mentionsobsuch collec-
tives have come downi to us from Latin inscriptions brom Roman times.
Gallaecia was more Romanized tían Asturia and Cantabria were, tíere-
fore tle indigenous institutions were not numerous. Each clan’ lived in a
village alí its own. Scores of such villages —castros— round or oval in
shape, situated on tops of hilís lave been undung by archaeologists¡~t.
Depending on the autlotity of a clan and their population. tIc villages va-
¡lcd: the territory of tle castro of Briteiros was 3 hectares and it had
about 150 buses. the castro of Sabrosa lad tle territory of one hectare
and 40 honses. Since in insctiptions the names of centuriac are usually ac-
companied by the nanies of the people or the community’01. it seems lo-gical to think that tIc latter were the structural units of Gallaeic society.
TIe inscriptions are indicative of an undoubtedly patriarcíal socicty.
and yet sorne vestiges of niatriarchy were typical for tle Cantrabri and.
perhaps, for tIc Asturians. Strabo (II, 4. ¡8) states tliat the Cantabrian
men gaye their wives a dowry. their daugtlers inlerited their property and
married off tleir brothers. Apparantly it is connected with tIc specific na-
ture of tleir agriculture. for the selfsame Strabo (111.4. 17) and lustinus
(XLIV, 3. 7) assure us tlat it was women who tilled the land and engaged
in agriculture. But the people mentioned in tle gentilitates calI themselves
aftcr their fathers (matronymics are nowhere to be found). Among tIc
known deities of this region very inbrequent are matriarchal Matres’02. It
should be borne in mmd besides. tliat tlie main brancí of rural ccononiy
like in Gallaecia was stockraising (Strabo III, 3, 7)103 and it was purely
men’s occupation. Northern tribes had posibly aIread>’ begun to fon a
military a¡-istocracy and the deceased of noble kin were heroized in the
shape of steedst but tIc demarcation line ran between tIc clans rather
tían inside a clan.
In several regions ob Hispania tíere lived sonie tribes that were still on
even more prirnitive stages of clan system. as. for example. the Characi-
tans dwelling in caves (Plut. Sert. 17).
Thc picture of tIc socio-political relations of pre-Roman Spain will be
inconiplete ib we leave out the Phoenicians and Greeks wlio also lived in
España. t. 2. p. SOl) deny the existence of centuriae and insist that ¡he sign reías no! to centuriae.
but to castellas. F. J. Lomas (Pueblos celtos. p. 103) maintains that ¡he system oícenturiae rellec-
ted a can system.
lOO. Historia de Espat~a. ¡.2. Pp. 506-SIl: F. Jordá Cerdá. Notas sobre la cultura castreña del
Noroeste peninsular, in Memorias de historia antigua. 6(1984). pp. 7-9; F. Arias Vilas: La cultura
casírexa en Galicia. ibid.. Pp. ¡6-20.
¡01. M. L. Albertos Firmat: Op. cit.. p. 30-34.
¡02. Cf.: i. M. Blázquez. Religiones prerromanas. Madrid. ¡987. pp. 297-298.
¡03. N. Santos Yanguas: La arqucologia castreña y el sector económico agropecuario, jo Me-
morías de historia antigua 6(1984). pp. 44-47.
¡(>4. J. M. Blázquez: Religiones prerromanas. Pp. 269-272.
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tIc Peninsula. TIc Ploenicians f¡rst appered on tIc Spanish soil at tIc
close of tIc second millennium WC. Tícir Iirst colony —Gades— was
founded. according to tle tradition. around 1105 D.C. (Vel. Pat. 1,2, 3). Alt-
lought the arclaeologists have failed so bar to produce convincing mate-
rial evidence to conlirni so ligí a dating, tíere are no grounds to deny
this unanimous tcstimony of antique literature. The studies of the Ploeni-
cian colonization show that it felí into two stages and tle first stage cm-
braced tle second lalbof the twelbtl and tIc Iirst half obthe cleventh cen-
tur3 D.C. It was within this period tliat Gades carne into being off tIc Pe-
ninsula’05. During tIc second stage of tIc colonization tle Phoenicians
made a number of settlements eastward of Gibraltar. Both in their econo-
mic and socio-political aspects. Ploenician colonies and factories were
more advanced and progressive. Towards tIc end of tIc sixth-beginning of
tlie fiftí century D.C. tley subniitted tíeniscíves to Cartíage. TIe Cartha-
ginians too built in Hispani tícir outposts. Actualí>’. one of them —
Ebusus— lad been built even carlier. about 663 D.C. (Diod. Y. 16. 23).
Ebusus. as well as Carthaginian colonies. occupied a coniparatively ptivi-
leged position in Cartíaginian power, as it had its own armed forces’~
and struck its own coin. Gades was even ofticially equalled witl Carthage.
It also had its own coinage. its navy and a seniblance of city militia. Des-
pite its rivalry wití the capital city. Gades, like othcr Ploenician and Can-
liaginian settlements in Hispania. remained loyal to Cartíage wlem the
aborigines betrayed tIc latter during the First Punic or the Libyan War. In
tIc year 237 D.C. Gades became ¡te base ob Hamilcar’s campaign against
Hispania. As the result of the activities of Hamilcar. Hasdrubal and Han-
nibal. tíere emerged a Spanisí power of tíe Barquidae. wlere after Han-
nibaFs departure his brothers Hasdrubal and Mago reigned. Altlrougli
officially tIc autlority ¡te Barquidae were vested witl was Iardly superior
to that usualí>’ enjoyed b>’ the magistrates at Carthage. they were ratlier in-
dependent in its execution thanks to tícir close ties with tIc army. to tleir
substantial contacts with tlie democratic faction at Carthage itself and. fi-
nalí>’. to_tíeir panicular relationships witl tIc subject population of His-
pania’07. We shall dwell on the last mentioned problcni in greater
detail.
The official equality of Gades and, perlaps, of other Tyrian colonies
wití Carthage determined and conditioned tícir relations with tIc Dar-
quidac. Mago called huniself «Gades’ alí>’ and friend» (Liv. XXVIII. 37. 1).
Apparently sud was tIc nominal position of the military leader as re-
¡05. .lu.B. Tsirkin. Carthagc and its culture. Moscow. ¡986. pp. ¡2-16 (in Rustian).
¡06. It is obvious that only thanks to its armed forces could Ebusus withstand the Romans in
217 B.C. (Liv. >0<11. 20. 7-9).
¡07. Ju. B. Tsirkin. The Barquidae Power in Spain. jo Antique Polis. Leningrad. 1979. p. 81-92
(in Russian); E.C. González Wagner: Fenicios y Cartagineses en la Península Ibérica. Madrid.
¡983. Pp. 439-478.
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gards Gades. During tle final stage of tlie Second Punic War tle Cartha-
ginians quanered their gartisons at Gades where they indulged in violen-
ce and outrage (Liv. XXVIII, 2. 16; 36. 3). The stationing of tle garrison
must lave caused the Gaditans’ particular indignation and the>’ promised
to the Ronians to surrender both the city and the Carthaginian army (Liv.
XXVIII, 30. 14). Evidentí>’ prior to the year 207 D.C. there liad been no
Carthaginian troops at Gades. Tíere is not a piece of evidence concerning
any extonions except those registered in tle concluding period of tle war.
TIe Barquidae most likely tried not to interfere in the intemal abfairs ob
tle Tytians unless provoked to in casi of necesity.
The sanie holds true. perhaps, of tlie ancient Carthaginian colonies
tlat were now subject to the Darquidae’s control. Tíree towns in Spain
owe tleir foundátion to the Barquidae themselves: Akra Leuke originated
by Hamilcar (Diod. XXV. 10). Carthago-Nova and a nameless town botí
built by Hasdrubal (Diod. XXV. 12). The towns sprang into being for they
were nieant to serve as forts and strongholds where tle Barquidae’s troops
could be billeted at least in winter time (Diod. XXV. lO; Liv. XXI, 153). But
even in sunimer the citadel at Carthago-Nova housed as many as 1000 or
even 10000 soldiers (PoIyb. 5<, 12. 2; App. Hisp. 19). As runs Polybius’ ac-
count of tle balI of Carthago-Nova. the townfolk had not been armed be-
fore the Romans’ attack. and it was only at the time of the Romans’ storm
tlat the garrison conimander gaye arms to about 2000 most lealtí>’ and
strong citizens (5<, 12-15). The city administration reflected this state of af-
bairs. Nothing is known about the city niagistrates. Money comed a
Carthago-Nova was not minted by the city but by tle Barquidae themsel-
ves’08. The comniander of tlie Canhaginian garrison is called by Poly-
bius (5<, 12, 2) rarcryiévos éift tris nóXs~s («placed aboye the city»); this tit-
le seems tobe tlie transiation of the Punic title «le wlo is aboye the city»(~ 1 qrt). It is quite possible that he exercised tle same power and control at
Carthago-Nova as did tlie analogous official «he who is aboye the lands»
in the Libyan districts Within the Cartliaginian state tliat formed pan of
Canhage’s chora’~. The lands and mines around Carthago-Nova belon-
ged not to tle residents but to the state. or rather to its representatives - tle
Barquidae. It niay be deduced from tle fact that after the Roman conquest
tle>’ passed into the possesion of the Roman state (Strabo III. 2. 10; Cic.
Agr. 1, 5; 11, 51). On the other hand, wedo know that Scipio returned to the
town people alí their belonguins that were spared by the war and plunder
(Liv. XXVI, 47. 1). Consequently. tIc pits and tle neighbouring lands were
not tle townsfolk’s property and it is only too logical and natural tlat tle>’
passed from the Cartliaginian state to 4w Roman state.
¡08. J. M. Blázquez: Los Barqidas en la Peninsula Ibérica, jo Historia de España antigua. pp.
453-454.
109. G. Charles-Picard. L’administration territorial de Cartage. in Mélanges offerts á André
Pigagnol. t. 3. Paris. 1966. Pp. 1259-1265.
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TIe bulk of the native population of tle Barquidae power were local
ethnics. Tlie Canhaginians preserved their original socio-political structu-
re but they took lostages (Polyb. III. 98. 1; 5<. 8, 3; Liv. XXII. 22.4; XXVI,
47, 4)110. Hispanic towns apparently had no troops billeted in them and
only slortí>’ before tle end of the war did the niilitary leader of Cartaghe
deploy his army in his communities (Liv. XXVIII. 2.1 6). Prior to this time.
notwithstanding the historians’ detailed narrations of tliese events. we fail
to come across any nientions of the garrisons. Moreover. tle desenion of a
number of towns and tribes to the Romans (e.g. Polyb. III, 99. 7; 5<. 34. 3;
Liv. XXIV. 41.7) could have taken place only wlen and if tíese towns had
no Cartíaginian soldiers quartered in them.
Tíere were sorne exceptions to tíese policies. Hannibal ordered that
tle Saguntians should leave their city and settle where le told them to
(Liv. XXI. 12. 5). Following the downfall of Saguntuni tle general gaye bis
soldiers many citizens as reward bor their valiant services; tlie other resi-
dents were just anislied from tle city (Liv. 50<1. 15. 1). As is known. a Pu-
nic band was stationed at Saguntum (Polyb. III. 98, 5; Liv. XXIV. 42. 10).
TIe tribe of the Bargusii was «directly» subordinated to tlie Carthaginians
too. As Polybius (III, 35, 4) narrares, after conquering the lands to the
North ob the Hiberus, Hannibal appointed Hanno chief (ijyspóva) ob tle
wlole country and lord (&anórfjv) ~ of the Bargusii. As we liave seen, in
the course of the Second Punie War Tartessis was no more.
So cruel a treatment of the Iberians could be accounted for by the
military-strategic considerations exclusively. Never before liad the Cartha-
ginians displayed similar severity even when provoked by tIc stubborn re-
sistance by Salmantica or Arbocala (Polyb. III. 14: Polyaen VIII. 48). The-
re is no denying, of course. as is the practique of war. that towns were reva-
ged. f¡elds were devastated. enormous loot was plundered. the population
was partly taken into captivity. but tleir victory had never brought about a
change in the socio-political structure ob the vanquished. A dibferent Late
befelí, liowever. Saguntum and tIc Bargusi. The formerwas allied with tle
Romans and Hannibal had reasons to suspect that at any moment it
could turn into tlie Romans springboard south of tlie Hiberus. As for the
Bargusi. they were the only tribe nortí ob the river who lad accorded a
hearty welcome to tIc Roman ambassadors on tle eve of tIc war (Liv.
XXI. 19. 7). Hence Hannibal’s cruelty. Tlie revolt a Tartessos. a catalyst ob
tle states ruin. also occurred during a tense period of the warfare against
Rome (Liv. XXIII. 26).
TIe Cartlaginians surel>’ collected sorne kind of duty brom their sub-
líO. CF.: S. Oselí. Histoire ancienne de FAlriquedu Nord. 1. 2. París. ¡928. p. 313; F.C. Gonza-
lez Wagner. Op. cit.. p. 476.
III. The term &rontónhs has in Polybius accounts various meanings buí always desigoates an
omnipotení ruler: A. Mauersberger. A Polybios-Lexikon. Berlin. 1956- ¡966. col. 442-443.
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jects’12. Polybius (II, 13, 7) remarks that Hannibal imposed mone>’ taxes
on Altea and other.cities that he liad captured. According to Liv>’ (XXI. 5.
5), having gathered an abundant booty. Hannibal r¿mitted unpaid taxes.
Most probably, such duty was paid not individually. but by the whole
community, as was done also in the Carihaginian regions of Sicilyt13. So-
me of the pits were the Cartaginians’ property. as, for instance. the mines
of Carthago-Nova. Plin>’ (XXXIII. 96) testifies tliat tIc pit at Baebelo
brought into Hannibal a dail>’ return ob 300 pounds of silver. A daily re-
tun bears witness to the fact that Hannibal notjust levied taxes on Ile pit;
on the contrar>’ tIc pit belonged to Hannibal and le was its owner. But we
also knoW tlat the inhabitants of Orongis continued to extract precious
metals from their oWfl pits (Liv. XXVIII. 35).
The proclarnation of Hasdrubal a strategos-autocrat vastly contributed
to tle consolidation and strengtlening of tlie Barquidae’s power in tIc Pe-
ninsula (Diod.XXV. 12). It’s unknoWn what Spanisli or Punid title.was
granted to tIc Cartliaginian general by tIc Spanisl chiefs and kinglets.
Reponing a similarepisode concerning Scipio. Polybius (X. 42. 2-4).and
Livy (XXVII. 19. 2) used tle word «king» (f3cxrnXeús. rex). The Sicilian his-
torian preferred to calI Hasdrubal a strategus-autocrat. It permits us to
conclude tliat apparently here in Spain. as well as in tIc Hellenistic world.
alí diplomatic and military powers were concentrated in tIc same lands
without any radical alteration of the political set-up’14. Of course, Diodo-
ms plainly overestiniated and exaggerated tIc unanimity witl whicl alí
tle Iberians proclainied Hasdrubal tlieir leader and ruler but tIc histori-
city of tIc fact itself is beyond doubt. Evidently the Hispanics had to re-
cognize Hasdrubal; no matter voluntarily of forced. as tleir supreme
chief.
Hasdrubal’s recognition by the Iberians must lave spread over lis su-
cessors as well. Having mastered the lands and tribes to the Nonh of tIc
Hiberus. Hannibal appointcd Hanno mIer of this territor>’. Liv>’ (XXI.
231) calls Hanno «praefectus» (to be more precise. Ihe autlor uses the
verb «praefecit»), Pol>’bius (III, 35, 3)-hegemon (ijyqnév). O. Charles-
Picard points out that the Latin title «praefectus» correspond exactly to
Ihe Punic title ‘g ‘1 («he wlo is aboye something»)’’5. TIis was the nanie
of state oflicials in the lans directl>’ subordinate to CanIage116. South of
tle Hiberus tliereWere no Canhaginian pracfects in this capacity. True.
we hear of a certain Hanno. Magos praebect (Liv. XXVIII. 30. 1). but in
112. 5. OseIl. Op. cíE. p. 314.
¡¡3. W. En~lin. Der Einfluss Kar¡hagos aul Slastsverwaltung und Wirtschaft der Rómer. en
Rom und Karthago. Leipzig, ¡943, 5.271:1. 5h. Schiffmann. Slavery at Carthago. in Slavery ti
dic Periphery of Antique World. Leningrand. ¡968. p. 248 (in Russian).
¡14. H. Bengtson: Dic Strategie in der hellenistischer Zeil. Bd. 1. 1. M(lnchen. 1937. 5. 6-9.
115. 0. Charles-Picard. Op. cit.. p. ¡258.
116. Ibid.. p. ¡258-1259. ¡265.
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this context «praefect» is a Latin rank ob an officer in command of a srnall
detacliment. We are given to understand. that tlie Spaniards living Nortli
of tlie Hiberus, unlike tleir southern compatriots, refused to acknowledge
the Cartíaginian general as their suprerne sovereign and that was the rea-
son why Hannibal was obliged to try and organize the administration ob
tle region in ¡te Libyan manner. In tle South of tlie country that measure
was superlluous.
TIe announcement ob Hasdrubal «strategus-autocrat» gaye an impe-
tus to the formation of a new kind of relationship between the Cartlagi-
fian cornmarxder and the indigenes (now le is their own dhief). Whicl no
doubt greatí>’ benebited by the marriages of Hasdrubal and Hannibal to
their Spanisli wives (Diod. XXV, 12; Liv. XXIV. 41, 7). Diodorus elo-
quentí>’ connects the two events: «When he took an Ibetian king’s daugt-
her to lis wife tlien alí the Iberians accíaimed hm their strategus - auto-
crat». These marriages as it were incorporated the Carhaginians into the
commu nity.
Wherx the Barquidae becanie sovereign chiefs ob tle Hispanic subject
of tleir power. tlie position ob tle indigenous soldiers in tlieir army noti-
ceabí>’ clanged too. Previously tIc Hispanics lad served in the Canhagi-
nian arniy as mercenaries, as, for instance, during tlie First Punic War
(Polyb. 1. 17. 4). Now tIc situation became difberent. In Livy’s description
of tle battle on the Hiberus (XXIII, 29,4) in 215 D.C. the Spaniards placed
in tle army\ centre are síarpí>’ contrasted to the mercenaries on tle left
flank. The same may be discerned from the fact that on the eve of the war
the Spanisli warriors Were sent to Libya and the Libyans to Spain (Polib.
III, 33. 8-9: Liv. XXI, 11-13). Evidently, from that time onwards. tle posi-
tion ob the Spanish and Libyan Warriors was identical’17. Polybius’s cata-
logue of tIc peoples sent to Africa by the Punic general may give an idea
of those Hispanics who acknowkeged Hannibal as their dhief: tIc Tersiti
(Ta¡-tesians). tIc Iberians proper. tle Mastieni. tIc Olcades. tIc Oretes
(Oretani), i. e. alí Ile etlnics who lived in the South and South-East ob
Hispania. Among them tlie Carthaginians conscripted tlieir soldiers. as
did, for instance, anotlier Hannibal in 206 DC. (Liv. XXVIII. 12. 13).
In both hostile armies tle Celtiberians served as mercenaries. while
Ihe Ilergetes —as their allies (Polyb. III. 76, 6). This mirrors tle different
relations the Barquidae maintained witli various sections ob native popu-
lation for sorne of them they were only employers, for others— tícir allies.
for still others —tícir supreme chiefs. for others— lords and masters. In
the capacity of strategus-autocrats the Barquidae funetioned in foreign af-
bairs as the protectors of their subjects. For example. tle conflict between
tIc Saguntians and tle Turdetanians (or Turboleti) subordinated to Can-
¡¡7. 0. Meltzer. Geschichte der Karthager. Bd. ¡1. Berlin. 1896. S. 503;S. Gsell. Op. cit.. p. 313-
314.
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hage (no matter that the conflict was provoked and instigated by Hanní-
bal himself) Was used later by 4w Carthaginian general as an opportune
ground to besiege Sagunturn (Polyb. III. 15. 8: Liv. XXI. 13. 5; App.
Hisp. 10).
Having described Hasdrubal’s man-iage and his proclamation a strate-
gus-autocrat. fliodorus goes on to narrate that as tlie result of these (5~sv)
Hasdrubal founded Carthago-Nova and another town. Carthago-Nova
was situated on the lands ob the Mastieni who aniong other tribes recogni-
zed the Carthaginian as their strategus-autocrat. The new social status
rnost likely perniitted the Punic general to control and dispose of the
lands of ¡te subject tribes. Tite, we must not forget that even before Has-
drubal Hamilcar had founded Akra-Leuke. but tlie ancient authors emp-
hati cally distinguish betWeen the two commanders pointing out that Ha-
milcar resorted to crude borce whereas Hasdrubal’s weapon was diplo-
niacy (Polyb. III, 36,2)115. Obviously, Hamilcar’s act was an unanibiguous
manifestation of the tight of the strong whereas that of his son-in-law
stemnied froni his new status of the head of the unlon.
Sumniing up. in Hispania there emerged and existed within thirty
years (half this time. however, saw a continous warfare against Rome and
a decline) a new political entity whose salient feature was a strong autho-
¡ity of the mIer supported b>’ the army and considerable sections of the
native population; the very authorit>’ lagerly resting upon an act of a con-
quest. Besides, the Barquidae beginniing with Hasdrubal too. pains to win
over the local people both the Phoenicians and the Spaniards. They mtn-
ted coins stamped with Melqan, so adored and venerated in Iberia (and
half so much at Carthage itselO, althougli under the guise of this god they
depicted themselves”9. With the same aim in viexv Hasdrubal and Han-
nibal married Iberian wivest20, and Hasdrubal had declared himself stra-
tegus autocrat. Ahí this rnakes the power of the Barquidae resemble tlie
Hellenistic nionarchies of the Eastem Mediterranean. The fact that the
Barquidae minted coins after Hellenistic pattern and that some coins were
stamped with allegedly Hasdrubal’s profile croWned witli a ro>’al dia-
dem’21, suggets that tlie Barquidae were well aware of their likeness witli
diadoclis. HoWever, there is a signif¡cant difference between the Darqui-
dae poWer and the Hellenistic states: the former emerged within the fra-
mework of the Canhaginian republic and Iegally was subject to the cen-
tral administration. and this subordination grew more real and pronoun-
118. E. C. González Wagner Op. cit.. p. 403.
119. J. M. Blázquez: Los Barquidas.... p. 433-454: idem. Consideraciones históricas en torno a
los supuestos retratos barquidas en las monedas carthaginesas. in Numisma 26(1976). p. 3-12; H.
H. Scullard. Scipio Africanus: soldier and politican. London. 1970. Pp. 252-253: R. Marchetti. His-
torie économique cí moneraire de la deuxieme guerre punique. Bruxelles. 1971. np, 369-371.
¡20. E. C. González Wagner. Op. cit.. p. 449.
¡21. Historia de España. t. 2. p. 150: G. el C. Charles-Picard. La vie cotidienne á Canhage au
lemps d Hannibal. Paris ¡958. p. 211.
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ced eventualí>’ as the Barquidae’s army began to lose batítíes one after
another.
Tlie power of the Barquidae was an important event in the political
history of Iberia. It ~as an enormous state wliose tertitor>’ surpassed that
of Tartessis at its hey-day. Within tlie framework of this confederation the-
re shaped up complicated relationships between the rulers and the ruled.
It is quite possible to imagine that the further evolution of Hispania could
have taken the road of «punization» and development of relations typical
of Hellenistic society. Rut the power of the Barquiáae felí and the forma-
tion of antique society in tlie Peninsula folloxved the road of Romaniza-
tion.
Before the Roman appeared in the Peninsula Empotion was the most
signiticant Greek colon>’. Its original name was, perhaps. Pyrene. given to
us by Avienus (557~56l)¡22, and Emporion was tlie name of the trading
harbour of the city, Iike the empotia of the Egestians and the Acragantians
(Strabo VI, 1, 1). Rut already as early as the same centur>’ when tlie colony
~vasfounded. this nanie Was transberred on tlie whole city. as is attested by
the letter ob tlie last tliird of the sixtli centur>’ D.C.. in which it is aIread>’
nanied Empotion123. For tlie Greek ear the name sounded ver>’ strange
and had a foreign ring for a long time: it is no wonder that the Pseudo-
Scylax (2) and tlie Pseudo-Scyrnnos (202-204) and Polybius (III, 76, 1) and
Appian (Hisp. 7, 10) alí give the reader to understand that it isa city that is
meant in their Writtings. Livy. a Roman, gives no such specifications. Yet it
is exactí>’ its trading potential and signif¡cance’24 that made such an ex-
traordinary name stick to this settlement.
Close to Empotion there was a native town of Indica. Actualí>’. it was a
double town split by a wall into two parts— the Hellenic and the Hispanic
ones (Strabo III. 4, 8; Liv. XXXIV. 9). Tlie relations between the Hellenes
and tlie Indicetes were originally. according to archaeological evidence.
quite good-neighbourly’25. But after 300 D.C. sornething was the matter
and the Hellenes’ city was as good as a besieged bortress where the aborigi-
nes were not welconie (Liv. XXXIV. 9)126. The Empotites were allowed to
¡22. L. M. Korotkikh: Aveniu<Text as Sourceon the Histoiyobthe Colonization olSpain. in
Norcia 2. Voronezh. ¡978. pp. 43-44.
123. R. A. Santiago. E. Sanmartí: Notes additionelles sur la leltre sur plomb d’Emporion, in
Zeitschrift lar Papirologie utid Epigraphik. 72(1988). pp. 106-102.
¡24. Cf.: E. Sanmartí. Una carta en lengua ibérica, escrita sobre plomo, procedente de Empo-
non, jo Revue archéologique de Narbonnaise. 21<1988). p. ¡lO.
125. M. Almagro: Excavaciones de la Palniápolis de Ampurias. Madrid. 1964. Pp. 63. 68. 82-83.
74-76. 92; idem. Ampurias. Barcelona. 1951. Pp. 117-118. 130; idem. Las necrópolis de Ampurias.
Barcelona. ¡953. p. 31-32; Fi. Fernández Nieto. Los griegos en España, jo Historia de España
antigua. ip. 582; E. Sanmartí. Op. cil.. p. III.
126. The date (around 306 B.C.) is conditioned by the fact the ¡o the necropolis ob Martí
alongside Greek graves with inhumation there also native graves with cremation dating back to
the same period. The necropolis was most inteosely used jo the fourth century B.C. (U. J. Fernán-
dez Nieto. Op. ci!.. p. 582) and it was abandoned around the year 300 B.C.
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enter Indica. tliough. so that the ties betWeen the two cities were not alto-
gether severed.
In tlie first century D.C. Empotion fiad iú its possession a fertile land
in the interior, called the luncatian plain (Strabo 111.4.9). This name deri-
ves from the Latin word «iuncus» (reed). It woúld have been strange ifthe
Greeks. long having had this region in their flands. fiad not kept either the
Greek or the vernacular narne and had adopted. instead. the Latin name.
It must be borne in mmd. that Strabo’s sources in lis description of His-
pania were tlie Greeks Poseidonius and Artemidirus; fiad the Hellenie na-
me of the plain existed at the time. they would lave used it. Besides the
mention ob the fact the Emporites possesed the plain as well as the terri-
tory near the Pyreness as bar as trophy of Pompeius. does not agree with
Livi’s description of tlie almost besieged city. Hence our conclusion: tIc
Emporites came tó possess this agricultural region well after the Roman
conquest.
To sum up. in terms ob socio-political organziation Spain on the eve of
tlie Romanization process was bar froni a uniform whole. Phoenician and
Greek colónies were sniall but very significant celís of a developed síave-
oWning society: their further evolution went along the lines of dic Ronian
variety of this society rather tían becoming a class society. As far as Ibe-
rian peoples proper are concerned. in Southern Spain Tanessis existed br
quite a-long petiod and after its disintegration on its remainders and ruins
sprang up sorne petty kingdoms whicli came iñ contact witl Rome. Apart
from these. in the South and Southeast of the Ibetian Peninsula and. asan
exception. in the East in one case, emerged primitive «nome states». city-
states consisting ob a city centre plus an agricultural area. Resides tíere
were also several comátinities that still retained a clan society.
These societies were on different stages ola clan system some —on rat-
her advanced stages at that. Sorne ob tíese societies were about to cliange
into states, each in its own speciflc way. Sorne Iberian tribes sud as the
Ilergetes and tle Edetani were tunning into monarchies ona tribal basis,
whereas the Celtiberians were evolving as an aristocratic republie. Other
clan and tribal amalgamations in tlie Indo-Furopean and non-Indo-
Furopean zones of the Peninsula as well were more retarded and back-
ward. each toa different extent. The most socially backWard tribes were,
most likely, the characetani and perliaps —the mountanous Vasconi and
sorne otlier ctlnics—.
